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Tai to exit
classroom
after 27
years

BY Keith Thomas
CORE STAFF

BY Noah Weber
REPORTER

T

C

hinese teacher ChingLing Tai received two
standing ovations at the
End of the Year Mass a few
weeks ago. Sure, one was
on accident—a few people
wrongfully believing that her
sendoff video was over when
it was only halfway through.
But two standing ovations all
the same.
Everyone knows she has
been St. Louis U. High’s only
regular Chinese teacher for
the past 27 years. Many have
vague ideas of her involvement in the St. Louis Chinese
community. But few have
concrete ideas of just how
important—and how worthy
of her multiple standing O’s—
Tai really is.
“There were two things I
was sure of growing up,” said
Tai, “One was that I would
never use English to make
a living. The second is that
I would never teach high
school students.”
Born in Taiwan, Tai began learning English from
non-native speakers in seventh grade. But despite those
disadvantages and her doubting of the necessity of English,

CHEERS: Art teacher John Mueller and senior Patrick Conrey clink glasses at Prom, which took place last Friday.

Tai worked hard in school.
Her parents instilled in her a
mixture of intense hard work
and general good will.
“My father was a supreme court judge in Taiwan,”
she said, “which means the
same as it does here. And my
mom I remember when I was
young I’d return home and be
surprised to see my mother
had brought home some unknown (woman). She would
volunteer to bring the person home—the person might
be in some kinds of trouble,

maybe marriage trouble or
family trouble—and then she
would find a way to help them
and then send them off.”
A telling dichotomy, it
seems, between working for
the law and working for the
poor. But it’s a dichotomy reflected in Tai’s character. She
is a woman at once very concerned with order, perhaps
on the judicial scale of her
father. But in the opportunities she gives her students and
the commitment she has to

70 years ago, Claude
Heithaus, ’16, spoke
against segregation
BY Sam Fentress
CORE STAFF

O

n Feb.11, 1944, around
500 students gathered
in St. Louis University’s College Church for Friday’s 8:45
a.m. Mass. There, Reverend
Claude Heithaus, S.J., ’16,
gave a spiritually-charged sermon that changed the course
of the school.
The sermon, which was
delivered 70 years ago this

continued on page 5

Key and Peele writer visits SLUH
BY Charlie
REPORTER

R

Mueth

ich Talarico, writer and
co-producer for Key and
Peele, a sketch comedy show
on Comedy Central, visited
St. Louis U. High on Monday,
May 12 to talk to students in
a question and answer session
held in the theater.
Theater teacher Kevin
McKernan knew Talarico
when the two both lived in
Chicago. Recently through
Facebook, McKernan saw
that Talarico was looking
to travel to different improv
theater and teach. McKernan asked Talarico come into
town to speak to students at
McKernan’s improv theatres,
The Improv Shop in the Central West End, where Talarico
taught students over most of
the weekend.

AP Physics
will be two
year class

Because Talarico had
some extra time before returning to Los Angeles, McKernan asked him to speak at
SLUH on Monday morning
to his acting improv students.
McKernan later opened the
speech to the whole school.
There was a relatively strong
turnout from students and
teachers as the attendance totaled near 150.
“We were really building up to it as a thing just to
learn about comedy, but it
was more than that. It was his
life story and he talked about
failure and how to overcome
it,” said sophomore Jeremy
Konzen, an acting improv
student.
Talarico began the Q&A
session by telling the audience his story. In 1992, when
Talarico was 19, he moved
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to Chicago and began taking
improv classes from Stephen
Colbert at the Second City, in
pursuit of an acting career. He
auditioned several times to
reach the Second City Stage
after taking six years of classes, but was cut over and over
again.
“I really liked his long
story of how much he failed,”
said McKernan. “I think it
is important at St. Louis U.
High, where the stakes are
high and we are expecting
people to perform at a pretty
high level, that we keep reminding ourselves that we
need to fail to achieve great
success. I’m not sure if we focus on that enough.”
“My favorite part was his
point about fail, fail, fail, and
then succeed,” said Konzen.

art | Hap Burke

continued on page 4

he St. Louis U. High AP
Physics course—along
with the rest of the AP Physics classes in the nation—will
split into two nationally mandated courses; AP Physics
1 and AP Physics 2, at the
beginning of the 2014-2015
school year.
College Board, the organization that runs and
governs AP classes, decided
to split the AP Physics B, an
algebra-based physics and the
class that SLUH currently offers, in order to have a “deeper
understanding of key foundational principles” of physics.
AP Physics 1 will be offered to juniors and will focus on the introduction to
physics. Topics to be covered
include work, energy, and
power. All of these topics are
what current SLUH students
study in the first semester of
regular AP Physics.
AP Physics 2 will be offered to seniors, and is not
required if a student takes
AP Physics 1, but Physics 2
is recommended for a deeper
understanding of physics subjects like fluid mechanics and
thermodynamics. Currently,
SLUH students learn these
topics in the second semester.
SLUH AP Physics teacher Paul Baudendistel has
mixed feelings on the split.
“What concerns me is
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continued on page 6 The SOB’s, Yale’s a capella group, sings in the Si Commons, where they performed on Monday.
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Campus ministry
attends national
conference
BY Sam
STAFF

Chechik

T

PN 79: The editorial staff of the Prep News is ready to take control of this ole newspaper. Rising senior Sam Fentress (top
right) will serve as editor in chief. Jack Kiehl (bottom right) will head the news as news editor and rising seniors Kevin
Murphy (top left) and Marty Johnson (bottom left) will take charge as sports editors.

What fools these mortals be: student
production of Midsummer Night’s Dream
BY John Michael Fitzgerald
REPORTER

T

he tradition of summer
Shakespeare continues
this summer with its production of A Midsummer Night’s
Dream, which will be run by
juniors Nate Cummings and
Kevin Thomas, and overseen
by film teacher Mark Cummings.
“The reason for having this performance is to
expose people to the beauty
of Shakespeare,” said Mark
Cummings. “The works of
Shakespeare are meant to be
performed and that is what
we are trying to illustrate.”
Another main focus of
this program is to give everyone the chance to be included.
Anyone is welcome to join, no
matter how much theatrical
background they may or may
not have.

“We are trying to make
sure everyone gets a chance to
be involved,” said Nate Cummings. “If they’re interested,
let them audition. We won’t
say no just because you aren’t
someone who does shows all
the time.”
Although many schools
discuss and read Shakespeare,
many of them don’t perform
it.
“There is a huge difference in just reading and
watching videos as opposed
to saying and hearing the lines
out loud,” said Nate Cummings.
The program is that it is
almost entirely student run,
with the occasional help from
teachers such as former SLUH
teacher Paul Pagano, who has
helped with stage combat.
From stage production to
scheduling rehearsals, the cast
has been working vigorously

for the last three weeks and
will continue to work through
June in order to make the
show worthwhile.
“It’s been a little hard trying to fit in rehearsals during
the end of a busy junior year,
but as soon as summer begins
we will start rehearsing much
more frequently,” said Nate
Cummings.
The show is still in early
development. While fully
cast and nearly costumed, the
play’s directors are yet to find
an interpretation.
“We’re still in the early
stages. We don’t have a ‘vision’
just yet, but we’re getting costumes next week,” said Thomas. “I’m really looking forward
to seeing what this project will
turn into.”
The performances are
intended to be down to earth,
trying to show that one need
not be intimidated by Shake-

speare.
“Our hopes for this year’s
performance is obviously that
it goes well, but we want the
environment to feel welcoming for all and that everyone
enjoys themselves,” said Nate
Cummings.
The cast includes Thomas, Nate Cummings, fellow
junior Brian Seckfort, sophomores Evan Brende and Chris
Weingart, and SLUH graduate
Alex Greubel.
“We also hope that everyone can get a laugh out
of it too, because it is Shakespeare’s best comedy,” said
Mark Cummings. “Shakespeare is an entertainer above
all things.
The performance will
be staged on June 27-28 in
the old cafeteria. If you can’t
make it, the production will
be on YouTube as well under
the username: whatyouwilljaketrokey.

he Campus Ministry
National Conference occurred at the Vallombrosa
Retreat Center in Menlo Park,
California, from Monday,
May 5, to Friday, May 9. It
was held by the Jesuit Secondary Education Association
(JSEA), which governs Jesuit high schools and Nativity
schools.
Meg Beugg, Dan Finucane, and Brian Gilmore,
campus ministers from St.
Louis U. High, traveled to
California for this five-day
conference. There were 70
campus ministers from various Jesuit schools that came
from all over the United
States. The conference started
off with a retreat on the first
day that was led by Jim Conroy, S.J.
“I think it was actually
very much a great choice on
the part of the planners to
realize to take time to give us
the opportunity to focus on
our relationship with God,
to quiet down, and to spend
time in prayer, even in the
midst of this busy semester,”
said Beugg.
“What was really nice
about it is we minister to you
guys a lot, but we don’t always
have a lot of time to take for
ourselves and for our own
spiritual health,” said Finucane. “It’s nice to have a day to
sit and be still.”
During the conference,
people got into small groups
to discuss topics such as incorporating Ignatian spirituality into school, religious
trends in adolescence, and development in faith, and share
ideas on these topics. The
groups, as Gilmore said, “exchanged a lot of good ideas.”
“It’s also just renewing
personally to be with other
people that do the same kind
of work and care about it and
do it in different settings, so
it was great to be with people

who not only could talk about
the same kind of things, but
also people deeply committed to living out their faith
and that care deeply about the
students in their schools,” said
Beugg.
“One of the really nice
things about the conference
was being in a room full of
sixty other people who are
all really talented and do really excellent work,” Finucane
said.
“We spoke the same language,” said Gilmore. “We all
kind of understood when I
talked about a particular part
of the Kairos retreat; everyone
got it, and I didn’t need to give
a lot of extra context or an
explanation, so I was quickly
able to get into some good,
deep conversations with people that I just met, because we
had so many shared experiences to draw on.”
Masses were also held
along with group prayer and
reflection. There were also
personal development activities and classes in pastoral activities or spiritual direction.
Multiple keynote speakers
talked to the group.
Kairos, a popular retreat
for Jesuit schools, came up often in the discussion.
“We (the Jesuit schools)
all do it differently, and there
are different elements of that
retreat that we all kind of
have,” said Finucane.
While in California, the
three campus ministers had
the opportunity to visit, tour,
and celebrate Mass at St. Ignatius College Preparatory in
San Francisco. Andrew Laguna, S.J., who helped with
Freshman Service at Shalom
House and went on Kairos 59
at SLUH in the fall of 2012, is
serving his regency at St. Ignatius.
All of the campus ministers from SLUH were very
grateful for the fact that SLUH
provided them with the opportunity to go on such an
event, and they all said they
thoroughly enjoyed it.

Viverito, ’08, teaches students to fly high in the sky
BY Jacob Hilmes
FEATURES EDITOR

A

s the year winds down,
plenty of St. Louis U.
High faculty may imagine
hurling adolescents from
great heights. One alumnus,
Matt Viverito, ’08, realizes a
similar dream on a daily basis—he teaches underprivileged youth the power of flight
at the Circus Harmony Flying
Trapeze Center in Union Station.
This will be an addition to the City Museum’s
program, providing students
more room for activities beyond the usual tumbling, juggling, or other space-restricted acts.
“At the City Museum,
our space is pretty confined,
so here we can almost literally
teach kids how to fly,” said Viverito. “And that’s kind of our
goal. Emotionally, socially,

this is another tool to do that.”
Viverito refers to the
feeling, the indescribable rush
of trapeze performance, of
swinging to the outstretched
arms of a catcher.
“For some people, it’s a
spiritual experience,” said Viverito. “For some people, it’s
an emotional experience, and
they can learn things about
themselves. It’s a social experience: people bring their
friends or a significant other.
So it’s a lot of different things
all at the same time.”
Though this week’s inclement weather prevented
two daring Prep News reporters from having the special
experience, many underprivileged youth of St. Louis find it
an education in community,
family, and friendship.
“What kind of sold it to
the people that run the grant
is that once we become profitable, we want to take our prof-

its to fund a shuttle bus that
can go to underprivileged areas and bring kids who might
not have exposure to the arts
down to City Museum or
down here to the trapeze center,” said Viverito. “And then
we can give them a scholarship to learn arts and learn
trapeze and learn how to juggle and get all these life skills
that we like to teach people.”
The grant comes from the
Daughters of Charity Foundation and a second charity,
charity providers discovered
through Circus Harmony executive and artistic director
Jessica Hentoff.
As for the shuttle bus
goal, Viverito hopes to achieve
it sometime in the next year.
“As soon as possible. Being a non-profit, that’s always
our goal,” said Viverito. “We’re
looking outward; we want to
help other people. We’re really

excited about what we offer,
and we want to spread that as
much as possible.”
In the meantime, we may
as well ask: How does one become manager of a trapeze
center?
“I wanted to play racquetball, but circus was too
much of a commitment,” said
Viverito.
At St. Louis U. High, Viverito dedicated his time to
Circus Club—he was taught
to juggle by none other than
theater director Joe Schulte—though Viverito recalls
involvement in the City Museum’s circus program as early
as 2001.
After SLUH, he attended
Florida State University—the
only school Viverito applied
to, due to its circus program.
However, it was the network
of circus performances in St.
Louis, such as Circus Flora,
that brought Viverito to his

profession today.
“I met some professional
trapeze people and all kinds
of professional circus performers using that network. I
had been doing circus here for
so many years that I was able
to get a job as a professional
trapeze artist and travel with
a professional trapeze family
for 18 months,” said Viverito.
“Now, I’ve got the experience
and the tools to bring what
I’ve learned here to people in

St. Louis, and I couldn’t be
more excited about it.”
Viverito offers a $10 discount to any SLUH students
interested in enrolling in the
Circus Harmony Trapeze
Center. Summer classes are
available, as are trapeze payper-swings. More information
on the center are available at
circusharmony.com, and an
additional feature on Viverito
can be found in volume 76, issue 29 of the Prep News.

Change in AP Physics
(continued from page 1)
that students who take AP
Physics 1 and don’t take AP
Physics 2 only get exposed
to one-half of introductory
physics,” said Baudendistel.
“The good is: we don’t have

time to really do science
where students are in labs,
designing their own experiments and making mistakes.
We’ll have more time for students to have a lab experience
that is a truer science lab experience.”

OPINION

May 16, 2014

Letter

The importance of honoring vets
To the Editors:
This regards the letter to the
editor in the May 9, 2014 issue
of the Prep News concerning
the U.S. Navy LeapFrogs appearance at SLUH.
I disagree with the points
my five colleagues made criticizing the Navy SEALs demonstration as a tool to “glorify war-making,” and “for the
promotion or normalization
of war.”
I have relatives and close
friends who have served our
country as members of the
U.S. Armed Forces during
World War Two, the Korean
War, the Vietnam War, the
Gulf War, Operation Iraqi
Freedom, and current active
duty. With Memorial Day just
days away, it would be good
to remember why those men
serve as Navy SEALs, and why
all men and women serve in
the armed forces.
The purpose of the jump
was to demonstrate the Navy
SEALs’ high degree of training, talent, and motivation.
Their website posts their mission as: “The Navy Parachute
Team demonstrates professional Navy excellence by

performing precision aerial
maneuvers throughout the
United States in support of
Navy public outreach.” Yes,
the jump was intended to recruit interest in joining the
Navy. It did, after all, take
place during Navy Week in
St. Louis. The U.S. Navy needs
intelligent, motivated, moral
leaders, and SLUH annually
graduates young men who
possess these very qualities.
It is still honorable to
serve our country, and SLUH
has a long list of alumni and
parents who have. Our Rec
Room is dedicated to SLUH
alumni who fought—and
died—during World War
Two. Among SLUH veterans is Lt. Michael J. Blassie,
’66, who was killed in action
during the Vietnam War. His
remains were classified as unknown, and he lay buried in
the Tomb of the Unknowns in
Arlington National Cemetery
until 1998. After his remains
were identified, he was reinterred in a marked grave in
Jefferson Barracks National
Cemetery.
The U.S. Navy SEALs,
like all members of the armed
forces, do not dictate U.S. policy; they carry it out. When

our country calls, these men
and women answer unselfishly. We absolutely should question our government leaders
and debate our government’s
foreign policies. We should
vote, serve on juries, and run
for office. We owe that to our
veterans. But if the Vietnam
War taught us only one thing,
it was this: their selfless dedication cries out for our respect.
Perhaps this Memorial
Day weekend, members of
the SLUH community could
postpone the trip to the community pool, and skip the
shopping sales. Instead, I invite you to visit Jefferson Barracks and pay your respects to
the men and women who have
served our nation. Seek out Lt.
Blassie’s gravesite. Spend a few
moments in quiet prayer for
those who served our country.
I will make my annual visit to
a cemetery in Park Hills, MO,
to pay respects to my friend,
Marine Staff Sergeant Trevor
Spink, who was killed in action during Operation Iraqi
Freedom.
Respectfully submitted,
Thomas F. McCarthy,
Social Studies

Letter

SEALS, military should be supported
To the editors:
In response to the Navy
SEAL “The Leap Frog” jump
at SLUH during Navy Week,
a few of our faculty members wrote a letter criticizing
the event. This letter accuses
the display as “an advertisement for the military.” It goes
on: “Beyond functioning as
recruiting tools, such heartstopping, iconic scenes glorified war,” and that the jump
“normalize[s] the constant
presence of the military in
our daily lives.” The letter last
week was of an opinion we
view as denigratory for not
giving our military the credit
it deserves.
They are right in that it
advertised the military (or the
SEALS, to be more specific),
but in what way did it “glorify
war”? The aircraft used in the
demonstration was a C-17
Globemaster III, a non-lethal
cargo plane without weapons.
The SEALS, themselves, were
unarmed. Their clothing and
parachutes were noncombatant.
What the letter neglects
to mention is that the military,
despite the few who abuse
power, isn’t a war-making machine, but a critical means of
protecting us and our human
rights from evil men (such as
Osama bin Laden and the Somalian pirates who captured

Capt. Phillips)—men who
would not tolerate written letters of criticism in their parts
of the world.
Consistent with the just
war theory, the Catechism of
the Catholic Church points
out: “Those who are sworn
to serve their country in the
armed forces are servants
of the security and freedom
of nations. If they carry out
their duty honorably, they
truly contribute to the common good of the nation and
the maintenance of peace”
(CCC2310). The Navy SEALS,
as an institution, do not deserve being called “war makers” in a dishonorable sense.
What the presentation
really glorified is the honor of
being a real Man for Others—
a man who puts his life on the
line in the defense of his fellow citizens. Of course there
is a “constant presence of the
military in our daily lives.”
After 9/11 there has not been
a single international terrorist attack on U.S. soil, despite
Al-Qaeda’s plans to do so. All
of this because of our military
and its strength. Much of this
strength comes from the support given by so many citizens.
A school that prides itself as
“building Men for Others,”
we should make it a goal to
give support to an institution
that promotes the protection
of human rights in the face

of terrorism and radicalism
whenever we have the chance.
Pope Francis even says “War
is the suicide of humanity because it kills the heart and kills
love.” It is the strength of our
military that prevents us from
entering wars, and therefore
preserves love. It is because
of this elite, brave brotherhood so many crimes against
humanity have either been
stopped or prevented.
While our school is certainly a sacred place, to claim
“we believe our school, and all
schools, are sacred ground”
that is too “sacred” for such
men to use our school as a
means for them to promote
their defense of our country
(and the schools within them)
is to deny the very essence of
what makes ground holy—
the sacred lives that inhabit
it. Without our military there
would most certainly be nothing to call holy in a land at the
mercy of any evil force ready
to violate our God-given
rights whenever they please.
If we are to respect human
rights, then we owe it to our
military to at least show them
the respect a Man for Others
deserves.
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More than a midnight bell
BY Jacob Hilmes
FEATURES EDITOR

F

ew students know what
happens in the midnight
hours of the Prep News. On
any given Thursday night,
after every article has been
fine-tuned, every newsworthy name checked for correct
spelling, and every digital
page of the paper sent to the
printer, strange traditions play
themselves out.
Prep News staffs of the
ancient past would finish the
night with a kiss to St. Ignatius’ iron head, back when the
statue still lived near the Oakland lot. Volumes before then
played basketball in the gym
or alley, and some of that era
can remember then-moderator Jim Raterman sailing a van
across the snowy upper field
from a parking lot that’s been
replaced by the theater.
Now, I find myself at
12:56 a.m. walking with editors and any staff that choose
to disregard homework and
mental health by staying this
late. After locking up and hollering goodbyes, we turn right
after exiting onto Oakland,
coast a few yards, then park.
You can tell a new guy by his
left turn as Hessel waits by the
gate for Missey to pick him
up. The ones who know what
is about to happen sit idle in
their cars beside the J-Wing.
I grip the soiled leather
of my steering wheel, Paul
Fister in the passenger seat
and the radio shut off, because
we always turn the radio off
for this. We know Missey will
come nosing out of SLUH,
then power down Oakland,
honking an ambulance-like,
beep-beeping Hurrah. Each
consecutive automobile follows suit, each editor, photog-

rapher, or reporter giving his
horn a blare, a shout of Victoire! to the nearby residents
and Jesuits.
Before Missey passes our
car, I hesitate.
The reluctance isn’t about
the sleep-deprived drive
home. Most Thursday nights,
I spend the after hours at
the Kingshighway Courtesy
Diner, where the night-shift
waitress knows that the order
starts with a strawberry milkshake, like something out of a
Sisyphus story.
After an exhausted hug
and drop-off for Fister, I spin
the radio dial until the windows rattle. Every streetlight
flashes green at 2:04 a.m., and
the wind warms to whatever
temperature you like.
Sam Fentress tells me that
jazz fills in the cracks. 88.7
catapults me down Hampton, and the closer I near
home, the more organ riffs
and trumpet swoons begin to
crackle against the dead zone
of South City. Static washes
in and pulses, WSIE like a big
jazz gas tank low on Vince
Guaraldi and Mel Torme,
trickling whatever tunes it has
left.
I crack open my front
door, and the house is quiet.
But before we even leave,
before the takeoff, before
Missey passes our car, I hesitate with a hand against the
horn.
The hesitation is familiar,
like when I entered M203 for
the first time, pausing before
turning the handle to meet
Dan Becvar, freshman homeroom teacher extraordinaire. I
saw the pause in others: looking at basketball cuts, walking
to the Schulte theater during

auditions, raising a hand in
AP Physics.
That halt, that held
breath, lasted hours, months,
restraining me from SLUH.
Nearly two years passed before I looked to the left of my
locker and discovered there
was personality between the
titanic shoulders and congeniality of Rob Hayes. Though
it took a second or two to lock
fists with Tom Kickham, too
many days passed before I
found the smile of John Mueller hidden under a layer of
sophomores.
By senior year, the naïveté
disappeared. Comfortability
cleansed any notions of inexperience, of leaving a comfort
zone. There was never a pause
after swinging a locker, shutting an office door, after walking in the hallways for hours
or maybe just a second.
However, between flurries of Senior Project and a
punchline of a second semester, a fresh feeling of hesitation
reemerged, replacing the old.
It became less about knowing how to approach an enigmatic teacher and more about
knowing when to break a hug
with Pat Mooney or Gabe
Newsham. There’s no right
time for it to end.
I hesitated before buying
prom tickets, before standing
at the end of seventh period—
hell, I’ll hesitate before standing at graduation. Even now,
as I write this, I know I’ll have
hesitated on May 15, before
a honking maniac thundered
down Oakland and I prepared
to slam a hand down against
the horn.
I’ll have hesitated this last
Thursday night, unsure if was
going home, or leaving it.

Fonts: Hannick and signs at Sears
BY Jacob Hilmes
FEATURES EDITOR

M

ath
teacher
Craig
Hannick uses Century
Schoolbook for everything—
correspondence, handouts,
tests—an easy-to-read font he
picked up nearly 30 years ago.
“It’s not a very romantic
story, but just more of a practical one,” said Hannick.
During college, Hannick
worked at Sears, and a facet of
his craft often involved print-

ing signs.
At the time, printing
didn’t come with the push of
a button. Hannick would operate a printing press at the
request of clerks, requiring
a series of tasks and a set of
moveable letters.
“We had to put (the letters) down, space them on
these little springbar things,
ink them up, put down the
paper, and then roll the roller
over and peel it off and hang it
up to dry,” said Hannick.

From the American
Type Founders to department
stores to statistics gurus, Century Schoolbook integrated itself in schools, lives, and ideas.
“I’ve been very fortunate throughout my life to do
many very interesting things,
and printing signs at Sears is
just one of those. I would sit
there and think about how
they used to print whole
books this way, and here I am
printing signs,” said Hannick.
“It’s the nostalgia of a lost art.”

Zach Morley ‘15
Nathan Price ‘15
Brennan McFarland ‘15
and (signed by 22 other
students)

Project U
Head to the green space this Saturday for a grill-tastic, mixmastered dance party provided by SLUH SoIl , STUCO, and ACES.
The festivities begin with a BBQ provided by SLUH SoIl at the green space from 4:30
to 6:30 p.m.
From 7:00 to 10:00 p.m., STUCO & ACES rig out the Danis Field House for dancing
and a hand-picked mix by members of ACES & STUCO. Tickets are $5 at the door and De
Smet students are welcome to come.
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Heithaus, ’16, gave important sermon on segregation at St. Louis U.
(continued from page 1)

year, urged the University to
take a step Heithaus had personally advocated for a long
time: racial integration. More
than ten years before the
Brown v. Board of Education
decision (which celebrates
60 years this Saturday) that
forbade segregation in educational facilities, Heithaus’
commanding homily asked
this question: “Must Christ
wait ... or will you speed the
dawn of justice for the Negro
by eradicating this prejudice
wherever you find it?”
Mary Anne Heithaus
Daub, Heithaus’ great-niece
and a passionate teller of his
stories, vividly remembers the
story as it was told to her.
“He stood up, and he gave
the sermon on ‘white cannibalism,’ and what a disgrace
it was—how unChrist-like it
was—to treat people differently,” said Daub. “He said the
Jews and the Muslims treat
(African Americans) better
than we do, and he said, ‘If
any of you agree with me that
African Americans should be
allowed at the University, that
we have not treated them well,
please stand up.’ They said not
one person in that Church
was sitting by the time the
Mass was over.”
Heithaus’ call to conscience incensed SLU’s administration, then led by
Patrick Holloran, S.J. Holloran personally commanded
Heithaus to stop speaking out
for integration. Even amidst

Heithaus taking a photo in
Baalbek, a small
town in Lebanon. Heithaus
worked as an archeologist and
taught the subject at St. Louis
University.

anger, Heithaus’ powerful
words drove SLU to integrate
almost immediately; they accepted five black students for
their 1944 summer academic
session, becoming the first
university in any of the 14 former slave states to integrate.
But there was a catch:
black students still wouldn’t
be allowed to attend any of
the school’s social events,
such as the regular school
dances. Heithaus, not satisfied by mere admittance for

Left: A
newspaper
clipping detailing a speech
Heithaus
gave that told
labor unions
to forget racial
barriers.
Middle: An article published
after Heithaus
was exiled to
Fort Riley in
Kansas.
Right: a photo
box published
the day after
Heithaus’ famous sermon.

all graphics | courtesy of Mrs. Mary Anne Daub

the students, refused to publish advertisements for dances
in the University News, SLU’s
students newspaper which
he founded in 1920, moderated, and used to encourage
integration at SLU up to that
point.
To Holloran and SLU’s
administration, who feared
that total acceptance of black
students on campus would
cause parents to pull students from enrollment at SLU,
Heithaus’ continued resistance was untolerable.
“One night, they were
having dinner, and the rector said, ‘Claude Heithaus,
please stand up,’” said Daub,
relating a story told to her by
Paul Reinert, S.J., who worked
at SLU then and later became
the president of the University. “Claude stood up, very
tall and very thin, and bowed
his head, very humble. The
rector said, ‘Claude, you will
go to your room for three
days and eat only bread and
water so that you can think
about the trouble you’ve
caused this school.’ Fr. Reinert
said that when Uncle Claude
[Heithaus] went to leave the
rectory, there was perfect silence in the rectory. All the
novices stood up, and very
quietly took their berettas and
pounded them on their hands

as Uncle Claude left—as a
sign of support.”
A newspaper article in
April of 1945 reported that
Heithaus had been exiled
from the university and was
now acting as a chaplain at
Fort Riley, an army installation in central Kansas. Although Heithaus was later accepted back to the university
to once again teach archeology, he suffered the rebuke
of the institution for the rest
of his life. To this day, there is
no statue or plaque on SLU’s
campus recognizing Heithaus
for his progressive actions.
Over the years, many
people have learned about
Heithaus’ sermon and found
inspiration in his revolutionary and righteous actions.
“His story seems a story
of courage, and that’s part of
what I cherish about him,”
said English teacher Chuck
Hussung, who learned of
Heithaus in 2002 and nominated Heithaus for the Backer
award, which he won in 2009.
“Over the years I’ve learned,
little by little, just how much it
cost him. It wasn’t just getting
up the nerve to disrupt things,
it was getting up the nerve to
take the risk for what’s right,
and he risked much of how
his life was defined, and he
lost much of it and accomplished the thing that he set
out to accomplish.”
Math teacher Craig
Hannick,
who
learned
Heithaus’ story in the late 80’s
while writing a paper about
St. Louis’ integration in archdiocesan schools, also has a
special appreciation for the
courage in Heithaus’ sermon.
“It still, 70 years later,
will knock your socks off,”
said Hannick. “The courage
that he had was not necessarily in what he did that day,
but in how he lived his life up
to that point that drove him
to say what he said, and then
how to face what he knew was
coming.”

The Heithaus legacy lives
on in a literal way at SLUH.
Freshman Dominic Heithaus
is the great-great-nephew of
Fr. Claude, and is still very
aware of his heritage.
“(His legacy) helps me a
lot because I have high expectations (at SLUH) from some
people, because of who (Fr.
Heithaus) was,” said Heithaus.
“It helps me to be better.”
Heithaus,
who
was
born and raised in Compton
Heights, attended St. Francis
de Sales for elementary school
and then St. Louis Academy,
as SLUH was then known, for
high school.
After his undergraduate
studies at SLU, Heithaus spent
considerable time abroad,
studying art and archeology
among other things. He spent
time at Oxford, Cambridge,
the Sorbonne, and the University of London doing archeological work and graduate studies.
Heithaus
collected
art and archeological finds
throughout his life, eventually
founding a museum of Jesuit
history in downtown St. Louis. The museum building was
later sold, and now many of
his findings are in museums
at SLU. When workers went
to retrieve Heithaus’ belongings after his death on May
13, 1976, they found only one
set of clothes, a sign of his lifelong humility and commitment to responsible living.
“‘To labor and not seek
reward,’ in the prayer for generosity—he certainly lived
that,” said Hannick.

Special thanks to Mrs.
Mary Anne Daub and Ms.
Joan Bugnitz for graphics. The
full text of Fr. Heithaus’ sermon can be found at http://
unewsonline.com/2006/04/12t
esermonthatyearsagodenounce
ddiscrimination/
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Tai leaves classroom after 27 years at head of SLUH’s Chinese program
(continued from page 1)

their learning and the building of their character, her
mother’s heart shows. Boiled
down, Tai’s relationship with
her students is the same as
her mother’s with the women
she housed—she finds a way
to help them and then sends
them off.
“My mom was a very
busy woman. Unlike all the
other mothers who would
play mahjong and would
be gossiping, she didn’t like
that,” said Tai. This diligence,
too, was imparted on Tai at a
young age.
“Growing up in Taiwan
was boring compared to an
American student. It was always study, study, study to
pass exam after exam after
exam so you could go to a
good university, and then
maybe study in America.”
At a time when the United States officially recognized
Taiwan as “China,” students
coming abroad was not only
common, but encouraged by
parents, according to Tai.
“There were only two
type of people who couldn’t
come to study in America.
One is who has very bad
grades; one is with very little
money to support it.”
Tai’s superior grades ensured she was not one of those
types of people. After graduating from the University of
Taiwan with a bachelor’s degree in law—the school that
included sociology, her main
educational pursuit—Tai received a scholarship to Washington University in St. Louis,
where she eventually became
a teacher’s assistant in the department of Chinese and Japanese. But she never intended
to stay in the United States.
“I went to Singapore
for a while, and then went to
England to get my Ph.D. (at
London University). I finished
my Ph.D. in England because
I thought I would stay in Singapore, and Singapore was a
British colony so they valued
British degrees more than
American degrees,” said Tai.
After six years in Singapore, Tai was hired part time
at Washington University. Her
permanent residence in St.
Louis allowed for the seeds
of her eventual prominence
in the city community to be
planted. A part-time offer at
SLUH turned into full-time
work when the former SLUH
Chinese teacher was hired at
MICDS.
“At the end of the interview they said, ‘If we offer you
a full-time job would you accept it?’ and so I said, ‘Why
not?’”
That was in 1987.
Many people think of Tai
as simply a high school teacher. Only for her first few years
at SLUH would this have been
accurate. Some have heard
vaguely of her importance in
the Chinese community, but
are unsure of how that came to
be. Much of Tai’s importance
in St. Louis centers around her
involvement on the St. Louis
Nanjing sister city board.
“In 1992, I was asked to
join the board for the St. Louis
Nanjing sister city committee,” she said. “I went to Nanjing to celebrate the 15th anniversary as a group translator
for (Mayor James Conway).”

The committee told Tai
they were hoping to establish
some kind of exchange program, and Tai mentioned her
employment at SLUH as a
possible option. The program
was created that year.
The relatively stable relationship between the United
States and Taiwan is what
eventually led to Tai establishing the exchange program at
SLUH with mainland China
and not Taiwan.
“I always had a very open
mind toward China and the
U.S. Just like Chinese have
misunderstandings about the
U.S., Americans have misunderstandings about China.
Taiwanese students might be
able to come to the U.S. on
their own (more easily than
mainland Chinese students).
I thought coming to the U.S.
would be more of an eyeopener for Chinese,” said Tai.
Likening the tensions between Chinese and American
governments to a divorcing
couple, Tai has based her career on educating the youth of
each country on each other’s
culture. The open-mindedness she sees in herself is the
most important thing she imparts on her students. That
mutual understanding is the
reason behind learning any
foreign language, in the end.
But simply teaching was
never enough for Tai, who
says most weekends of her career she would be out working
with some other organization.
“I was very lucky,” she
said, “A lot of things just happened to me.”
The first was being invited by the mayor as a guest
of honor to St. Louis’ “Double
10” festival, an annual celebration of Taiwan that Tai still
helps coordinate.
“So then I made my entrance in the Chinese community from somewhere that was
unknown,” she said.
From there, Tai became
involved with a number of
organizations that worked
for everything from Chinese
civil rights to the food safety
industry.
“I got involved at the
Chinese culture center, where
I was the president for two
years. I was also involved with
the Organization of Chinese
Americans (O.C.A.), which is
a Chinese Americans advocacy group for civil rights in
this country.”
She would go on to become the vice president of the
O.C.A., in charge of culture
and education for the national
chapter headquartered in
Washington, D.C.
“I just got elected,” she
said with a laugh of her appointment to vice president.
“I had to go to D.C. maybe
three times a year for meetings, and we were in charge of
programs like I had a kind of
workshop to educate people
about immigration law, or we
would give them other information like how to register to
vote. I had a few workshops in
St. Louis and even a few times
to Kansas City,” said Tai.
Workshops like these are
how Tai spends her nights and
weekends. Hardly ever sleeping before one in the morning,
Tai’s workday has never ended
with the afternoon announcements. During the school year

Tai working
at a faculty
day of service
earlier this
year.
photo | Mrs.
Kathy Chott

she would take weekend trips
to Kansas City or other cities
for work with the O.C.A.
But more importantly,
she is also a large reason St.
Louis still has Chinese restaurants.
“As the president of the
Chinese Cultural Association (in St. Louis), we decided
there were so many Chinese
restaurants, but a lot of Chinese restaurant owners could
not pass the exam for sanitary
serving, so we petitioned to
have them learn the sanitation
law in Chinese, and take the
exam in Chinese.”
These changes themselves weren’t enough for Tai
though, who taught the sanitation class herself in conjunction with Florissant Community College, which offered
a similar class in restaurant
food service.
“I can tell you the basic
things about food service,”
she said. “It’s FAT TOM. What
is FAT TOM? Not a fat cook
named Tom. F for food, A for
acidity, T for temperature...”
From 2001-08, Tai’s
mother’s concern for service
paid off as Tai took monthly
trips to Jefferson City as the
first Asian commissioner of
community service for the
state of Missouri.
“I don’t know why they
picked me. I guess they just
heard my name. I didn’t approach them. ...We would discuss Missouri’s different community service programs like
Peace Corps, Big Brother and
Big Sister, other things like
that,” said Tai.
Perhaps this was the sort
of work Tai always imagined
herself doing with her degree
in sociology from the University of Taiwan. This was the
sort of work her mother did—
the sort of work she always appreciated and admired.
But as great as that work
is on its own, it was only ever
a small addition to Tai’s experience. She teaches, keeps
restaurants open, fights for
civil rights, and also drives to
Jefferson City every once in a
while to continue the legacy of
service instilled in her by her
mother.
On top of all of that, in
2005 Tai became a member of
the St. Louis County Library
board—a position she plans
to continue in her retirement.
“Once a month, we have
a meeting. ...We’re policy
makers. So, like, Proposition
L being passed two years ago,
which will be used to build
new or renovate old libraries.”
It’s strange to think how

An
illustration from the
Prep News that
accompanied
Tai’s new teacher article by Ed
Del Rosario, in
the 1987-1988
school year.

recently Tai was involved in
so many important and varied
committees. The woman coming in and explaining the difference between second and
third tones on Monday may
have recently returned from
Jefferson City or a meeting on
expanding St. Louis County’s
library system. Her ability to
fully dedicate herself to so
many projects is astounding,
but even more astounding is
her almost religious humility—her reluctance to let anyone know just how hard she
works. She was quite hesitant
to do these interviews, but
people need to know why she
is so respected. People need to
know the breadth of her service.
With her commitment to
justice, she has spoken for racial equality. With her ability
to see the best in other people,
she has bridged two cultures
often put at odds. And with
her kindness, her wisdom,
and her love, she has taught
a lucky few high schoolers
Chinese. As comparatively
small an accomplishment as
that may seem, it is one that
has palpably changed the lives
of so many of her students—
sending them all over the
world to be ambassadors not
only of the United States, but
specifically of the greatness
of their high school Chinese
teacher.
Tai says the best she ever
felt about her job was being
named “Most Influential High
School Teacher” by Daniel
Gass, ’99. She was invited to
Cornell University to visit
Gass’ being named a presidential scholar at the institution. As part of that distinction, he was allowed to honor
the teacher that he felt had the
biggest impact on his life.
“Dr. Tai not only changed
my life, but my entire family. My younger brother, Eric
Gass, believed in her so much
and upon graduation in 2006,

he went straight to Beijing and
forfeited admission to US college. We both fell in love with
China and Chinese culture,”
said Gass.
Gass put a voice to the silent sentiments of hundreds of
Tai’s former students—while
he may be alone in formally
recognizing her impact on his
life, he is not alone in feeling
it.
Many of the facts from
this article came from Tai’s
curriculum vitae, which she
had open on her computer
during one of the interviews.
When asked why she had
that so readily available, Tai
offhandedly mentioned her
nomination to be “The most
outstanding overseas Chinese
(individual) this year.”
The
nomination
is
through the department of
overseas affairs in the Chinese
government.
“I don’t know what happens next. They just contacted
me to send them my CV, so I
did,” she said.
She doesn’t know what
happens next. And for Tai,
that not knowing could bring
anything. If her past is any indicator, the next few years for
Tai could hold more segments
on Chinese TV, more trips
with the mayor of St. Louis,
or nearly anything else. For
now, she’ll still come to SLUH
frequently and make the Confucius Classroom her office,
where she plans to offer free
tutoring and coordinate the
exchange program.
That’s what retirement is
for Tai. Not sitting at home
and sleeping in. Not throwing
all of her old responsibilities
onto a new teacher. Not even
returning to China with her
brother. But helping people.
That’s what all her work was
about for her all along. She
finds a way to help people and
then sends them off. There’s
something worthy of a standing ovation or two in that.
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160 sophomores to create 7 sections of new AP World History course
BY Scotty
REPORTER

Villhard

B

eginning next year, AP
World History courses
will be made available for
up to 160 students, a change
from the current optional after school class which began
two years ago.
“It was an experiment to
see how well our guys would
do on the exam,” said social
studies teacher Tim O’Neil.
“So they kind of learn some of
the differences between Global History and AP World.”

According to O’Neil,
students taking the exam this
year did pretty well overall.
Consequently, O’Neil and
the social studies department
decided to offer the class as a
regular class next year.
“(The exam results were)
an indicator that if the guys
were capable of doing it, they
should be able to take it,” said
O’Neil.
According
to
Bob
O’Connell, chair of the social
studies department, “This
class has more students tak-

Solar Panels

ing it than any other AP class
we’ve seen.”
There are some major
differences in the curriculum between AP World History and Global History II,
the other social studies class
available to sophomores.
“One of the major differences is that AP World is
designed to be taken in one
year,” said O’Neil. “So (the
students) are going to see the
first few months as a broad review of a lot of things done in
Global I.”

According to O’Neil, one
of the major changes will be a
focus on themes.
“In each time period,
there will be a theme we are
looking at … What ends up
happening is that your approach to history changes, so
you’re no longer so focused
on the specific content, but
more on the general overview
of what’s happening at this
time period, and how certain
civilizations support this particular theme,” said O’Neil.
According to O’Neil ,
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but now I find myself very invested in both my daily world
history class as well as my AP
Prep,” said sophomore Ethan
McIntyre.
Sophomore Robert Mallow says the class has helped
him to see the big picture of
history.
“Hopefully this class gets
a good response because I see
lots of potential for it to grow
into an interesting atmosphere about history, which is
much more than simply passing a big AP test,” said Mallow.

News editor Stephen Lumetta went to science teacher Bill Anderson for statistics on how much electricity SLUH’s two solar panel arrays have produced.
Collectively, the solar panels have saved approximately 21.41 tonnes (or 23.61 tons) of carbon dioxide, a greenhouse gas, from going into the atmosphere.
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Adam Thorp

some students may find this
different approach to be challenging.
“It is hard for some guys,”
said O’Neil. “It’s just a totally
different approach to history
than you’re used to, but it
doesn’t necessarily mean it’ll
be more work.”
O’Neil hopes this class
will help sophomores understand how an AP class works,
so hopefully they can take
more in their last two years.
“History has never been
a favorite subject of mine,
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Key and Peele writer
answers student Q’s
(continued from page 1)

Finally, in 1998, Talarico
was accepted to the Second
City Stage. Soon after graduating from Second City, Talarico became a writer for
Fox’s Mad TV, where he realized that he wanted to remain
as a writer rather than following his dream of becoming a
performer.
Talarico went on to become a writer for NBC’s
Saturday Night Live. After
working at Saturday Night
Live from 2003 to 2005, he returned to Mad TV to become
its producer for two years.
Talarico wrote for NBC’s The
Tonight Show with Jay Leno
in 2010 until co-creating Key
and Peele with Keegan-Michael Key and Jordan Peele—
both of whom he had worked
with at Mad TV.
“I really enjoyed how he
told us his story,” said sophomore Sam Perry. “He is a professional comedy writer, and
it was great for us to see that
he didn’t succeed a lot, and
he still worked on it, and now
he’s got a great job.”
After telling his story, Talarico answered several questions where he stressed patience as a key to success. He
noted that listening to others’
ideas is vital in having success
as a writer. Talarico also informed the students that good
comedy comes from actors
taking chances and not having a “too cool” mentality.
“Everyone had great

things to talk about,” said
Talarico. “I hope that I could
encourage the students to find
their passion, whatever it is,
and work very hard to achieve
it. While setbacks happen
to anyone, the only failure is
quitting.”
“I was pleasantly surprised at how thoughtful (Talarico) was,” said McKernan.
“I thought he did a really nice
job of using his own journey
in comedy and making it applicable to any journey that
people might be on.”
“Normally our talks
are from serious people, but
it’s nice to see someone that
comes from a more relaxed
atmosphere,” said Perry. “His
job is to create humor, so it
gives us an interesting perspective. It gives you a nice insight on what goes on outside
of SLUH.”
“I was happy to see so
many folks at the session,”
said Talarico. “I thought the
questions were just great.”
In the future, McKernan
hopes to have similar guests
come to speak to students.
“Given that I have people coming in town to teach
students outside of SLUH,
my hope is that at least once
a year I can get somebody to
come talk to the students,”
said McKernan. “I think it
is really cool for people to
see professionals doing their
thing.”
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Anthony Abbacchi - Truman Sate University: Academic, Leadership

Brendan Floretta - Missouri University of Science & Technology:
Academic, Bright Flight

William Abernathy - University of Missouri-Columbia: Academic, Bright
Flight
Frank Garr - Webster University: Academic
Jacob Abrahamian - St. Louis University: Bright Flight

Gabriel Newsham - Vanderbilt University- Blair School of Music:
demic, National Merit Scholarship

Aca-

Andrew Ney - Missouri University of Science & Technology:
Academic

Maxwell Garr - Knox College: Academic

Patrick Ogden - Marquette University: Academic
Wisdom Akpan - Carleton College: National Achievement Scholar- James Gasch - The University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa: Academic, Engiship
neering Leadership
Patrick Oster - Loyola University-Chicago: Jesuit
Dexter Allen - Tennessee State University: Vitale Family Scholar- Garrett Gassner - University of Missouri-Columbia: Academic, Bright Stanley Pawlow - Canisius College: Academic, Jesuit
ship
Flight
Jack Pazderka - St. Louis University: Academic, Jesuit
Luke Appelbaum - University of Tulsa: Academic
William Geoffroy - Bradley University: Academic
Alexander Peraud - Truman State University: Academic, Jesuit
Michael Arnott - University of Missouri-Columbia: Academic, Bright John Gibbons - University of Tulsa: Academic
Flight
Alexander Piening - Rockhurst University: Academic, Writing, Bright
Andrew Gilkerson - Rockhurst University: Academic, Jesuit
Flight
Theodor Banaszak - University of Kansas: Academic
Reid Gillam - University of Dayton: Academic
John Putnam - University of Missouri-Columbia: Bright Flight
Benjamin Banet - University of Southern California: Academic
				
Christopher Graman - University of Missouri-Columbia: Academic, Peter Rackers - Kenrick-Glennon Seminary: Bright Flight
Sam Beckmann - University of Tulsa: Academic
Bright Flight
Marcus Ramspott - Washington University in St. Louis: Bright Flight,
Eric Bell - University of Dayton: Academic
Joseph Grim - University of Missouri-Columbia: Academic, Bright National Football Foundation Scholarship, Jack Snow Scholarship
Flight
Jordan Belloli - University of Missouri-Columbia: Academic, Bright
Joseph Reichold - University of Tulsa: Academic, Fenton Area Chamber
Flight
Kevin Harris - Millikin University: Academic, Theatre,Service Learn- of Commerce, Southern Ill. Builders Association
ing
Kevin Benben - St. Louis University: Academic, Jesuit
Paul Richard - St. Louis University: Academic, Jesuit
Brenden Haselhorst - University of Missouri-Columbia: AcademMichael Blood - University of Missouri-Columbia: Academic
ic
Thomas Riganti - United States Air Force Academy: Academic
Richard Blume - Regis University: Acdemic

Ramy Hawatmeh - St. Louis University: Academic, Jesuit, Bright Joshua Ritter - St Louis University: Bright Flight
Flight
Brandon Bollinger - Missouri University of Science & Technology:
John Robinson - Fairield University: Academic
Academic, Bright Flight
Robert Hayes - University of Chicago: Academic
Mark Robinson - Rhodes College: Academic
Nicholas Boyd - University of Missouri-Columbia: Academic, Bright Jacob Hilmes - Kenyon College: Academic, Creative Writing, Nat’l Ass. of
Flight
Cath. School Teachers Scholarship
Thomas Rubio - University of Southern California:
Mitchell

Boyer - Indiana University: Academic

Academic

John Hoerr - University of Tulsa: Academic

Joseph Salamon - Ohio University: Academic
Scott Schaeffer - Rockhurst University: Academic, Athletic

Jackson Brauer - University of Missouri-Columbia: Bright Flight

Nick Janson - Indiana University: Academic
				
David Kasper - Creighton University: Academic, Jesuit

Thaddeus Brown - University of Missouri-Columbia: Academic

Michael Kasper - Case Western Reserve University: Academic

Ryan Bub - University of Notre Dame: AT&T Foundation Scholarship

Joshua Keil - Indiana University: Academic

Brandon Schonhoff - Rockhurst
Flight

Matthew Brady - Marquette University: Jesuit Award

Daniel “Ty” Burggraf - The George Washington University: Academ- Brendan Keuss - Missouri University of Science & Technology:
Acaic
demic, Arsenal Credit Union Scholarship, Chemical Engineering Scholarship
Andrew Burnham - St. Louis University: Academic, Jesuit
Jonathan Kinzel - Indiana University: Academic
Jared Buss - Loyola University-Chicago: Academic, Jesuit
Christopher Klipfel - University of Missouri-Columbia: Academic, Bright
Ryan Caiteux - Mississippi State University: Academic
Flight
Adam Carril - Xavier University: Academic
Luke Carron - Rockhurst University: Academic, Bright Flight
Victor Castro - St. Louis University: Bright Flight

Joseph Schneider - University of Dayton: Academic
University:

Academic,

Allen Schrader - Missouri University of Science & Technology:
demic

Bright
Aca-

Alexander Sextro - Truman State University: Academic, Burger King
Scholarship
Alexander Shaver - The University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa: Academic
Christian Siegfried - University of Dayton: Academic

Samuel Krausz - University of Cincinnati- College-Conservatory of Michael Sit - Truman State University: Academic
Music: Academic, Music, Young Arts National Finalist Scholarship
Andrew Slaughter - University of Missouri-Columbia: Academic
Dominc LaFata - Missouri University of Science & Technology: Academic, Bright Flight
Luke Sloan - University of Denver: Academic

John Ceriotti - Missouri University of Science & Technology: Academic, Micheal Layton - St. Louis University: Academic, Athletic
Athletic, Bright Flight
Ian Lewchenko - St. Louis University: Bright Flight
Mark Cerutti - University of Notre Dame: Notre Dame Club of St. Louis,
Knights of Columbus
Andrew Long - Missouri University of Science & Technology: Academic
Peter Charles - St. Louis University: Academic, Jesuit
Justin Lukas - The University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa: Academic, EngiPeter Chauvin - Truman Sate University: Academic, Bright Flight
neering Leadership
Casey Chura - University of Kansas: Academic

Stephen Lumetta - The College of Wooster: Academic

Michael Coleman - Rockhurst University: Academic

Adam Lux - University of Tulsa: Academic

Anthony Conte - University of Dayton: Academic

Kyle Macdonald - Case Western Reserve University: Academic

William Smith - University of Chicago: Academic
Austin Sottile - Texas Christian University: Academic
Thomas Staley - University of Missouri-Columbia:
Walton Scholarship

Academic, Sam

Benjamin Steinhart - University of Dayton: Academic
Daniel Stelzer - Xavier University: Academic
Austin Strifler - Truman State University: Academic, Bright Flight
John Sullivan - University of Missouri-Columbia: Academic, Bright
Flight

Adam Cooley - University of Missouri-Columbia: Academic, Leadership, Timothy Manuel - University of Missouri-Columbia: Academic, Bright Michael Swan - St. Louis University: Academic, Jesuit
Bright Flight
Flight
Sam Sykora - Missouri University of Science & Technology: Academic,
Andrew Costello - St. Louis University Academic: Jesuit, Bright Matthew Marcouiller - Marquette University: Aademic
Bright Flight
Flight
John Marshall - University of Missouri-Columbia: Academic
David Szatkowski - Missouri University of Science & Technology: AcaDaniel Csik - Xavier University: Jesuit
Keith McCormack - Missouri University of Science & Technology: Aca- demic, Bright Flight, Greater St. Louis Area Council Boys Scouts of Amerdemic
ica
Anthony Damico - St. Louis University: Academic, Jesuit
Gabriel McCullough - St. Louis University: Jesuit
Ben Tarter - University of Dayton: Academic
Anthony “TJ” Daniels - Quincy University: Academic, Athletic
Connor McEnery - Truman State University: Academic
Ollie Tettamble - Rockhurst University: Academic, Bright Flight
Guillaume Delebar - DePaul University: Academic
Joey McGuire - University of Missouri-Columbia: Bright Flight
Nicholas Thomas - The University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa: Academic,
Joseph
Delsignore - Indiana University: Academic, Craig Doss MeEngineering
morial Scholarship
Sean McLaughlin - University of Missouri- Columbia: Academic, Bright
Flight
Adam Thorp - University of Chicago: Academic, National Merit ScholarAnthony Doellefeld - University of Tulsa: Academic, Athletic
ship
Gabriel Miller - Temple University: Academic
William Doorack - University of Dayton: Academic
Matthew Threats - St. Louis University: Jesuit
William Miller - University of Missouri-Columbia: Academic
Jeremiah Doyle - United States Air Force Academy: Academic
John Urschler - The University of Alabama, Tuscaloosa: Academic, EngiLuke Miller - University of Dayton: Academic
neering Leadership
Colin
Dunne - University of Alabama (Tuscallosa): Academic, Engineering
Michael Mimlitz - Creighton University: Academic, Jesuit
Ethan Valencia - St. Louis University: Academic, Bright Flight
Justin Dussold - University of Tulsa: Academic

Leo Mitchell - Northeastern University: Academic

Joseph Edmunds - University of Tulsa: Academic, Service

Patrick Mooney - University of Missouri-Columbia: Academic, Bright Noah Weber - Washington University in St. Louis: Academic, Bright
Flight
Flight

John Espenschied - St. Louis University: Academic, Jesuit
Daniel Evans - Washington University in St. Louis: Bright Flight
Drew Ferguson - University of Mississippi: Academic
Thomas Fields - New York University: Academic
Paul Fister - Truman Sate University: Academic
Brian Fletcher - Marquette University: Academic
Robert Flood - Indiana University: Academic

Colin Muehleisen - Drake University:

Academic, Music

Joseph Mueller - University of Nebraska at Lincoln: Academic
Peter Mungenast - Loyola University-Chicago: Academic, Jesuit
Timothy Murphy - University of Missouri-Columbia: Bright Flight
Greg Murphy - University of Missouri-Columbia: Academic
Adam Nestle - University of Missouri-Columbia: Academic

Alexander Webb - Miami University- Ohio: Academic

Matthew Whalen - Creighton University: Academic, Jesuit
Thomas Williams - University of Missouri-Columbia: Academic, Bright
Flight
Thomas Wilmes - University of Tulsa: Academic
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Key and Explanation
The graph over the top half of the page classifies post-graduation
plans plans based on school type; the larger the bar, the more
students were recorded as attending that type of school in that
year. For more information about the numbers used for this
project, see the editors’s note below. The types of school are listed
below in the order they appear moving up the document. Each
of the bars in the key are equivalent to ten students attending the
school.
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Schools
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1948
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Other
State
Schools

Priesthood
or Seminary

Ivy League
Schools

Military
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1944

Missouri
State
Schools

Other Catholic Schools
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Private
Schools
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Forces

Community
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Historically Black
Schools
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1963

1964

1965

1966

1967

1968

1969

1970

1971

1972

1973

1974

1975

1976

1977

19

Armed Forces

1st
St. Louis U.

Wash. U.

Society
of Jesus

Notre Dame

Regis

Society
of Jesus

2nd
Mizzou
Notre Dame

Notre Dame

Holy Cross

Notre Dame

3rd
Society
of Jesus

1944

1945

Rockhurst

Regis

1946

1947

1948

1949

1950

1951

1953

1952

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

Society Notre Dame
of Jesus

1959

1960

1961

1962

Selection of prestigious schools by total number
of SLUH students attending in records

Key and Ex
:FORMAT

1.
254 - Notre Dame U. (19)
2.
250 - Washington U. (14)
3.
72 - Georgetown U. (20)
4.
58 - Northwestern U. (12)
5.
56 - Vanderbilt U. (17)
6.
33 - U. of Chicago (5)
7.
24 - Rice U. (18)

8.

16.

23 - Duke U. (7)

7 - M.I.T. (7)

9.

17

15 - Harvard U. (2)

4 - Dartmouth Coll. (10)

10.

18.

14 - Cornell U. (16)

4 - Johns Hopkins U. (12)

11.

19.

14 - Emory U. (20)

4 - Brown U. (14)

12

20.

10 - Yale U. (3)

3 - Princeton U. (1)

13.

21

9 - U. of Pennsylvania (7)

2 - Cal. Tech. (10)

14.

22

8 - Stanford U. (5)

0 - U. of CA, Berkeley (20)

15.
7 - Columbia U. (4)

SLUH Rank.
Students attending - School Name
(Rank on U.S. News and World
Report for 2014)

Numbers here are totaled from each
year available. The years missing on
the graph above and listed in the
Editor’s Note have not been included in these numbers.
The schools selected ranked 1-20 in
2014’s U.S News and World Report .
This was chosen as a rough approximation of presitigious schools, but
does not account for changes in a
school’s standing over time.

The illustration running across
first, second and third frequentl
tion by the year recorded. Lines
it appears in two consectutive ye
appearances is labled, and each sc
official colors except when two c
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2013

2014

2013

2014

2012

2012

Truman U.

Mizzou

Truman U.

Notre Dame

Mizzou
Kansas U.

Truman U.

Wash. U.

1979

1980

1981

1982

1983

Kansas U.

U.M.S.L.

1984

xplanation

s the center fold represents the
ly reported plans after greaduas connect the same school when
ears. The first mark in a string of
chool is represented by one of its
colors were confusingly similar.

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

Truman U.

MO S & T Mizzou

1990

1991

1992

1993

1994

1995

1996

1997

1998

Kansas U. Truman U.

Truman U.

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

MO S & T

2005

2006

2007

U. Tulsa

Truman U.

2008

2009

2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

List of schools by total students attending in years with available records

Editors Note
Numbers for these charts and lists
were drawn from reported college
plans in the Prep News. Plans may
have been recorded incompletely,
and this data is only as accurate as
the information was when it was recorded.
Only students listed as having definite college plans are factored into these numbers. Because
of inconsistencies in the number of
undecided and otherwise unclear
numbers, some years which graduated larger classes may appear on the
graph to be smaller.
There are gaps in the record
for the years 1947, 1948, 1952, 1957,
1958 and the years from 1961 to 1983
when the Prep News either did not
record college plans or Prep News
archives are incomplete.

MO S & T

S-E MO State

FORMAT:

Rank.
School Name - Number of Students

Numbers here are totaled from each
year available. The years missing on
the graph above and listed in the
Editor’s Note have not been included in these numbers.

1.

11.

St. Louis U. - 2041

Marquette U. - 158

2.

12.

U. of Missouri - 1135

U. of Tulsa - 138

3.

13.

Truman U. - 450

Loyola Chicago - 124

4.

14.

Washington U. - 249

U. Missouri St. Louis - 104

5.

15.

Rockhurst U. - 249

U. of Illinois - 89

6.

16.

Notre Dame U. - 249

Regis U. - 80

7.

17.

Missouri S & T - 243

Bradley U. - 80

8.

18.

U. of Kansas - 213

Loyola New Orleans - 80

9.

19.

U. of Indiana - 181

Purdue U. - 78

10.

20.

U. of Dayton - 181

Georgetown U. - 72
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BY Adam Thorp and Stephen Lumetta

EDITOR IN CHIEF, NEWS EDITOR

1. Feb. 28, 2014: 2015-16
school year to mark start of
required student devices
This “institutional” decision has set off a lot of debate
about the role of technology
at SLUH—among the concerns expressed was distraction in the classroom.
“There are a lot of facts
and opinions out there that
students can access. Now, will
they use it or will they play
Candy Crush?” asked math
teacher Frank Corley.
The conversation continued around SLUH and in letters and a commentary in the
Prep News (78.20,78.21).
2. Oct. 24, 2013: Gala guests
take their first steps to a
well-Imagined 18.
Imagining 18, SLUH’s
strategic planning process,
kicked off on Oct. 11 with
a two-day convocation. The
Imagining 18 process hopes
to achieve a BHAG (Big Holy
Audacious Goal) so that
SLUH can be a leader in academic and spiritual formation
by its 200th birthday in 2018.
Editorials in this paper
challenged the group’s homogeneity (78.8) and limited student participation (78.7).
Imagining 18 participants will meet again for the
closing convocation on Sept.
19 and 20.
3. Aug. 22, 2013: Google
Apps for Education oust
Zimbra
Over
the
summer,
SLUH’s IT team made the

Top 10 news stories of 2013-14
transition from Zimbra Email
Service to Google Apps for
Education, including Gmail
and Google Drive.
“We were comparing
notes with other schools (at
a conference in Nov. 2012),
and a lot of them were using
Google Apps for Education
with a lot of success. Back in
January, we started implementing Google Apps for
Education for SLUH,” said
Director of Information Technology Jonathan Dickmann.
Many teachers have
taken advantage of Google
Drive’s ease of sharing documents and files with students.
The Prep News has even transitioned to using Google
Drive to keep a watchful eye
and iron hand on articles.
4. Aug. 22, 2013: SLUH
swaps logo, redesigns website as part of larger brand
rehaul
In August, SLUH unveiled a redesigned fleur de
lis logo and new website. Both
of these changes are part of a
two-year process that is designed to eliminate the lack
of consistency in how SLUH
presents itself to St. Louis.
Included in the rebranding is
the adoption of a SLUH font
and color scheme (two shades
of blue and three shades of
gray).
“We don’t want to change
our identity; we don’t want
to change who we are,” said
Director
of
Admissions
and Communications Anja
Schmelter. “There are certain
elements of our brand that we
would never touch, but there
are others that we need to update.”
The rebranding made its

way onto many sports teams placed second in the sixth
uniforms and into at least one annual “Chinese Bridge”
Senior Follies sketch.
competition, an international
Chinese speech, talent, and
5. Sustainable infrastruc- cultural competition in Kunture:
ming, China. The competition
Aug. 29, 2013: SLUH go- consisted of four parts: a test
ing green: solar panels to re- on Chinese culture, a speech
duce footprint, save money
followed by a talent perforDec. 5, 2013: “Best chili mance, a series of cultural
I have ever had”: ribbon-cut- games, and a flower arrangeting ceremony opens garden ment activity.
Over the summer, 200
“I can’t believe what a
solar panels were installed on great experience the trip was.
the roofs of the Joseph Schulte The best part was definitely
Theater and Si Commons. meeting all the people from
SLUH contracted with Mi- around the world,” said Fincrogrid Solar, which designed azzo. “They were just some of
the installation and then sub- the brightest people I’ve ever
contracted out to have the met.”
solar panels installed. SLUH
Senior Tom Fields was
doesn’t own the solar panels one of nine students (out of
yet; instead, they are leased 53 at Nationals) selected to
from Microgrid. SLUH makes advance to the finals of Nalease payments, which are tionals. He recited “The Candesigned to be less than the onization” and “Sestina: Like”
cost of savings from the free in the finals and had a third
electricity, to Microgrid for poem, “The Way it Sometimes
five years. After five years, the Is,” prepared for the finals.
ownership and maintenance
“Poetry isn’t just a highresponsibilities of the panels brow thing you’re supposed
are transferred to SLUH.
to be artsy fartsy to underAfter months of hard stand—it brings people towork the Backer Garden was gether,” said Fields. “That’s
officially opened on Nov. 23 something I didn’t underwith a ribbon-cutting cer- stand three years ago. That’s
emony. Science teacher Bill the greatest gift Poetry Out
Anderson has organized an Loud has given me.”
Urban Agriculture club to
make coordinating garden ac- 7. Nov. 21, 2013: Date not a
tivities easier.
requirement to attend any
dances, says Handbook
6. Student accomplishments
In the official online stuin competitions:
dent handbook, language was
Nov. 14, 2013: Finazzo removed requiring a date to
gets second in Chinese com- attend formal dances.
petition
The previous handbook
May 2, 2014: Fields fin- version read, “We support and
ished top 9 in national Poetry encourage these events (Fall
Out Loud
& Sno-Ball for Juniors and SeSenior Tristan Finazzo niors, Freshman, Sophomore
and partner Claire Adair and Junior Class Dances and

the Senior Prom) to introduce
to the students a more formal,
social setting and also to help
formulate proper manners
and behavior between males
and females. Dates of opposite
gender are required.” The italicized words were removed.
“This has been something that probably should
have, I guess, officially been
removed from the handbook
years ago,” said Assistant
Principal for Student Life
Brock Kesterson. “The reason
why I say that is it’s a policy
that we have been dealing
with, or doing, for a number
of years kind of on a case-bycase basis.”
Though the administration maintained the change
was unrelated to the still
standing restriction on male
dates at dances, discussion of
the issue continued over the
course of the year, including
in an editorial in this paper
(78.22).
8. May 2, 2014: Group will
consider an honor code
Six SLUH juniors formed
a committee to consider a
school honor code. The group
will begin by looking at other schools’ honor codes, the
Grad at Grad, the school mission statement, and possibly,
the student handbook. Assistant Principal for Student Life
Brock Kesterson will serve in
an advising role to the group.
“I don’t have any preconceived notions about what the
end product looks like,” said
Kesterson. “My goal is to help
them in whatever way they
need, but not to direct them,
it’s more to guide them.”

garden tended by students;
aims to reduce runoff, control temperature
Science teacher Bill Anderson and his two AP environmental science classes
planted a green roof as their
annual project this year. The
garden is contained in 100
plastic trays filled with varying levels of haydite and compost. The plants in the garden
are varieties of sedum.
“(The project) will give
us an idea of how much rain
water (the trays) will absorb,
and not actually put off into
runoff, into the MSD (Metropolitan St. Louis Sewer District),” said Director of Facilities Joe Rankin. “It’s more of
a science project to figure out
the facilities end of it, what a
green roof can do to a facility’s
rooftop ... seeing how much it
can affect the coolness of the
rooftop, it will absorb some of
the heat and not pass down to
the ceiling below.”

10. May 2, 2014: Theology
dept. chooses Tattoos on the
Heart as summer reading
Tattoos on the Heart, by
Gregory Boyle, S.J., is the allschool summer reading book
for 2014-15 school year. The
book is about Boyle’s experiences working with gang
members in Los Angeles.
“Obviously, I hope that
people will be given an opportunity to reflect on their
own understanding of who
God is and how that understanding of God affects their
worldview,” said theology department chair Rob Garavaglia. “And then, obviously, in
this specific case, their own
attitudes and understandings
9. Nov. 19, 2013: New roof about gang members.”
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Golf captures Sectional title at Missouri Bluffs with a 303
BY Kevin
REPORTER

photo | Mr. Scott Gilbert

Murphy

T

Seniors Scott Schaeffer, Ryan Piltcher, Will Doorack, junior Daniel Venker, and Alex Ciaramitaro.

Girardeau on Monday and
Tuesday of next week.
“Dalhousie’s a tough
course, but The Bluffs was
good preparation for the State
course,” Venker said. “If we

could shoot about 300 each
day, we would stay in contention and have the possibility of winning, but we have
the potential to shoot lower,
shown by our score of 294 at

Districts.”
Also traveling to the
State Tournament are MCC
competitors
Chaminade
and DeSmet, who have both
played SLUH in close matches

during the season, as well as
Kansas City Jesuit rival Rockhurst, who consistently boasts
a strong team.

Varsity Tennis defeats Fueled by strong defense, JV
Lindbergh behind
baseball overcomes shaky start
stellar play
Dominick Gherardini
BY Kevin
REPORTER

S

Murphy

t. Louis U. High’s varsity tennis team’s District
semifinal match was moved
to Frontenac Racquet Club,
an indoor facility, after being
rained out on Tuesday afternoon.
Lindbergh, a team that
SLUH has never faced, proved
to be good competition in
SLUH’s first round match. In
the end, SLUH’s solid performance in singles and the
stellar game at No. 1 doubles
allowed the Jr. Bills to win the
match and move on to the
District finals.
“(The team) played fantastic,” said head coach Brian
Kirk. “I think that if we keep
playing the way we’re playing,
we’re going to do very well.”
The team’s performance
was spearheaded by senior
Danny Schneller at the No. 1
seed in singles and doubles. In
Wednesday’s match, Schneller
fought a hard match against
Lindbergh’s No. 1 seed, narrowly winning the first set 7-6
with a tiebreaker score of 7-2,
and then going on to win the
second set easily, 6-3.
SLUH lost two singles
matches at the No. 2 and No.
3 seeds. Sophomore Vinny
Bartholomew and junior Kyle
Schnell both battled hard
in their matches but lost to
their opponents due to men-

H2O Polo
looks to
State
BY Jack Robinson
REPORTER

T

he top five golfers from
St. Louis U. High’s varsity
golf team missed school last
Monday to compete in the
Sectional Tournament, facing
off against five other teams
at The Missouri Bluffs, one
of the top courses in the St.
Louis area.
After strong rounds from
the senior-led team, SLUH
won the tournament with a
total score of 303, with second
place going to Lafayette, who
scored 305.
“Staying very close to 300
is really good, considering the
course and the conditions,”
said junior Daniel Venker. “It
was a tough day–it was a little
windy on the back nine.”
Senior Ryan Pilcher led
the team with an outstanding performance on the day,
shooting a mere 74. Close
behind him were senior Will
Doorack and Venker, both
shooting 75, as well as senior
Scott Schaeffer and junior
Alex Ciaramitaro, who both
shot 79.
This win ensures the
team a spot in the State tournament, which will be held at
Dalhousie Golf Club in Cape
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tal lapses and unnatural court
conditions.
“I played badly in singles,” says Schnell, “but Danny
and I put their No. 1 doubles
team away easily.”
SLUH’s No. 4, No. 5, and
No. 6 seeds of seniors John
Sullivan and J.T. Gibbons as
well as sophomore David Lord
all handily won their matches,
putting SLUH in a sound position to succeed heading into
the doubles matches.
After the singles matches, all that SLUH needed to
win the semifinals against
Lindbergh was a win in one
of the three doubles matches.
This win came from the dominant No. 1 doubles team of
Schneller and Schnell. Faced
up against Lindbergh’s No.1
doubles, the team won unexpectedly easily after the tight
singles scores, with a final
score of 6-2, 6-0.
The other two doubles
matches were canceled becuase SLUH had already won.
Kirk has high hopes for
the team, especially after its
great performances in the district semifinals.
“We need to keep playing smart tennis and focus
on keeping our heads in the
game,” said Kirk.
“If we just keep focused
and don’t goof off, we should
be good to go,” says Schnell.

BY
REPORTER

T

he junior varsity baseball
team had a shaky start,
but pulled through and went
out with a bang by recovering
from early losing streaks to
finish 13-7.
One area that improved
throughout the season was
pitching.
“We walked a lot of guys
in the beginning,” said head
coach Nick Ehlman. “The
pitching started out a little
rough, but they did a great job
in the middle to the end of the
season.”

The team as a whole
grew substantially throughout the season. The defense
was great, and the team offensively played consistently,
especially with at-bats.
“They really found the
team they were going to be,”
Ehlman said.
As far as aspirations for
next year, Ehlman wants to
stick with the routine.
“SLUH baseball camp
over the summer would be
great for overviewing and
getting a good understanding of the incoming freshman class. And other fall and

winter sports and workout
programs may also prove as
effective ways to keep them
in good shape,” said Ehlman.
“Once the fundamentals sink
in, everything begins to make
sense, and they develop.”
Overall, Ehlman and the
coaching staff were impressed
by the team this season and
have higher aspirations for
next year.

photo | Mr. Santiago Bianco

See the Nightbeat on page 14.
Freshman Weston Baker smashes a ball in a JV game. The Jr. Bills’ JV baseball squad finished the
season 13-7 fueled by strong pitching, good defense, and young talent from sophomores.

his past weekend marked
the beginning of the
Missouri High School State
Districts Tournament. After
battling to a perfect regular
season record, the St. Louis
U. High water polo team obtained the No. 1 seed for the
seventh time in eight years.
A first round bye meant
they would have to wait to
face the winner of a 16 seed
versus 17 seed matchup that
turned out to be Rockwood
Summit.
SLUH made quick work
of the Falcons defense, and
managed to pull off their tenth
20-plus goal game of the year,
which stands as a school record. Senior Jack Brauer led
the scoring onslaught with
five of his own, with six other
players scoring at least two
apiece.
The Jr. Bill defense held
strong with over 20 steals.
Meanwhile junior goalkeepers John Mattingly and Arthur Larson came up with 14
saves collectively in the 21-5
victory.
In the quarterfinal round,
SLUH was set to take on Parkway South. The South team
took care of business in the
first quarter, scoring on four
of its chances, which has only
happened on one other occasion this season to the Jr. Bills.
The U. High offense answered with five of their own,
one of which was an impressive full pool assist from Larson to senior Victor Castro,
which helped the boys in blue
secure the lead for the rest of
the match.
From there the SLUH
team went on a 15-3 scoring
binge, helped significantly by
senior Joe Shaughnessy’s four
assists.
In the last quarter, the
Patriots managed to put in
five more, which made for an
impressive 12 goals scored by
only two players, but the efforts were not nearly enough,
and SLUH went home with a
20-12 win to advance to the
semi-final round for the 29th
consecutive time.
With potentially two
games left, the Jr. Bills have
already obliterated the scoring
record of 243 goals (set by the
2009 state champion team)
with a remarkable 435 of their
own (and counting).
“It’s really been an unforgettable season so far,” said
Shaughnessy. “We will have to
play our hearts out this weekend, and if we can do that,
hopefully our efforts can work
out for the best.”
SLUH’s next match will
be Friday in the semifinal
against MICDS, whom they
knocked off in last year’s
championship round. If they
make it past the defending
runners up of the tournament,
they will play in the finals Saturday at 7:00 p.m.
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C-Lacrosse places
JV tennis ends season 12-1 with win at Ladue third at annual CBC
Tournament
photo | Ben Banet

BY Matt Thomas
REPORTER

S

Senior Kevin Benben storms the net in a doubles match against Marquette.
BY Charlie
REPORTER

Mueth

S

t. Louis U. High’s JV tennis
team finished its season on
Thursday, May 7, with a victory against Ladue.
The experienced squad
began the year with a loss to
Westminster in a cold, windy
match. However, a few of the
team’s players were ineligible
for the match for various reasons.
After the Westminster
loss, the team won the rest of
its matches to finish 12-1.

“I think everybody has
improved tremendously from
top to bottom,” said head
coach Steve Dingus. “I think
that everybody has learned
a little bit more and done a
good job as a team together.”
One of the team’s biggest
victories of the season was the
win against a talented CBC
team. The win was SLUH’s
first win against CBC in five
years.
“In the CBC match, we
were all cheering each other
on, which doesn’t happen a

lot in tennis,” said sophomore
Austin Klarsch.
“We’ve been playing really well,” said sophomore
Liam Cler. “There’s been a
lot of shifting because there’s
technically only three varsity
doubles teams. So we’ve had a
couple teams that shifted between playing varsity and JV.
But, overall, everyone’s playing well.”
“We played well consistently from beginning to end,”
said Dingus.
“Individually, each player

has improved a lot, especially
the new people learning how
to play tennis,” said Cler.
“Also, a lot of our mid- to
upper-JV players have been
working a lot on their serves.”
This season, the team had
several new coaches, including Dingus, who contributed
to the team’s success.
“It was helpful that we
had a lot of coaches because,
during a match, there was
always someone that you
could ask for help in between
points,” said Klarsch.

Baseball (19-5) beats Chaminade in extra
innings for sixth straight; postseason up next
BY Thomas
CORE STAFF

O

Riganti

n Tuesday, the St. Louis
U. High baseball team
(19-5) wrapped up its season
with an extra-inning win over
the Chaminade Red Devils,
ending its season with six
straight wins.
Junior Bryan Nolan got
the start on the mound for
SLUH.
The Jr. Bills struck first
in the second inning as junior Corey Renaud laid down
a perfect sacrifice bunt down
the third base side, allowing
sophomore John Brinkman
to come home and put SLUH
up 1-0.
Neither team could score
again through six innings
as both pitchers would not
let up. Despite having a few
scoring opportunities, SLUH
could not generate the offense
they needed to pull away. The
small one-run lead the Jr. Bills
were clinging to held strong
with the stellar defense of senior third baseman Charlie
Nester.
In addition to strong
plays in the third, fourth,
and fifth innings, Nester was
crucial in preventing the Red
Devils from scoring on a twoman on, no outs jam in the
bottom of the sixth. After a
double and a bloop single,
Chaminade had runners on

the corners. Nolan struck out
the next batter, but he needed two more outs to escape
without harm. On the next
at-bat, Chaminade hit a hard
high chopper that popped up
to Nester’s chest. Nester corralled the ball, tagged the man
off of the third base bag, and
fired the ball to first to get the
double play and send SLUH
to the seventh inning with a
chance to win it.
“Charlie’s double play in
the seventh inning saved the
entire game for us,” said senior Luke Robinson. “It was
really a heads-up play, and
he kind of instinctively knew
what to do.”
In the seventh inning, senior Andrew Waller smacked
a liner up the middle for a
single, followed by a sacrifice
bunt by Renaud that shifted
Waller into scoring position. Nester hit a ball off of
the pitcher that allowed him
to take first and put Waller
on third. Senior Marcus
Ramspott could not convert the scoring opportunity
though as he hit into a double
play on the next at-bat.
Chaminade took no time
to put a runner in scoring
position as they led off the
bottom of the seventh inning
with a triple. A deep sacrifice fly brought in the runner
and tied the game 1-1. Nolan
escaped the inning with two

strikeouts, and the game went
to extra innings.
After a quick eighth
inning, the Jr. Bills found
themselves with a good scoring chance with no outs and
two men on. With Brinkman
at first and junior Michael
LaDriere at second, Chaminade threw a wild pitch.
LaDriere took third and on a
throwing error took home to
put SLUH up 2-1.
Chaminade would not
submit to defeat though as
they hit a home run off of
Brinkman who had come in
to relieve Nolan in the ninth,
tying the game at 2-2.
Things started to fall
apart for the Red Devils
though in the tenth inning
as they made a few errors
and walked a man to load the
bases with no outs. Following
a hard hit chopper that scored
a run, Brinkman hit a deep
sacrifice fly to center that put
SLUH up 4-2. Later that inning, Nester gave SLUH a bit
more breathing room with a
high grounder that was just
fair down the third base side
to send SLUH to the bottom
of the tenth up 6-2.
Chaminade continued to
fight as they singled and doubled to start the inning with
a man on second and third
base. Brinkman took control
though and struck out two
batters and got a flyout to end

the game.
Many times throughout
the game, the Jr. Bills found
themselves with men on base
but could not convert.
“We put a decent number
of guys on base but we didn’t
really get the follow-up hits,”
said Robinson.
Nolan’s work on the
mound kept SLUH alive all
game long despite the struggle
at the plate.
“He went eight innings
with just one run and that’s

t. Louis U. High’s freshmen lacrosse team ended
its season with a 9-9 record
and third place finish in the
annual CBC Tournament.
The team’s first three
games were played on March
9 in a preseason jamboree at
DeSmet. The team went 1-2
and looked forward to the
start of the regular season two
days later on its home field at
Compton Drew. The Laxbills
played Lafayette into overtime
but lost 7-6.
“The first couple games
were a little rough,” said head
coach Aaron McClintock.
“But we ended up figuring out
our personnel, putting people
where we wanted them, and
came together throughout the
season.”
After the slow start, the
team pulled together to etch
out an even record. The freshmen Laxbills defeated both
Vianney and Eureka twice
and they lost twice to CBC
and DeSmet.
With the regular season
winding down, the main focus for the freshmen was the
end of the season tournament
at CBC, a three-day event
starting Friday, May 2. Teams
from all over St. Louis and
two teams from Indiana participated in the tournament.
In order to accommodate
all of the teams in the tournament, games were timed by a
running clock instead of the

unbelievable and kind of a
shame that we couldn’t put up
more runs behind him,” said
Robinson.
The win streak that concludes the season bodes well
for the team as it needs the
confidence in the playoffs.
After starting the season
with nearly ten runs a game,
SLUH’s bats cooled off midway through the season. At
that point though, the Jr. Bills
pitching staff found a rhythm
and held the opposing teams

normal 12-minute quarters.
On Friday, the Jr. Bills
lost to DeSmet and Carmel
from Indiana.
“It was hard day, but we
came back Saturday morning
feeling better,” said freshman
Thomas Leeker.
The freshman team’s first
game on the Saturday of the
tournament weekend was
against CBC. The Laxbills
were up 6-2 at halftime, but
CBC came back to steal the
game.
SLUH responded later
that day by defeating Vianney
and Cathedral, another Indiana school.
Play for the Jr. Bills resumed on Sunday with a
game against Marquette. The
Laxbills won this game before
losing again to Carmel in the
tournament semifinal, which
left the team playing CBC
for third place. After losing
three times to the Cadets over
the course of the season, the
Laxbills defeated them in the
game that counted most.
“One of the inspirations
for our successes was that
coach Brown and coach McClintock offered to buy our
team custom floppy hats if we
won our games. That was the
boost we needed,” said freshman captain Tim Moritz.
“I am proud and impressed with how the team
came together towards the
end of the season. It was great
to see them grow from day
one to finish out the season,”
said McClintock.

to just a few runs a game.
The Jr. Bills won four
games straight down the
stretch by just one run. No
matter how they hit, pitched,
or played the field, the Jr. Bills
found ways to get the job done
and build their confidence for
the post season.
SLUH’s first playoff game
will be at SLUH on Monday at
4:00 against a team that is yet
to be determined.

JV Water Polo wins State

photo | Ms. Cindy Trusler

Last night, the Saint Louis U. High JV water polo team beat Pattonville 11-0 to secure
another State title and an undefeated season. Michael Krause was the player of the game for his
Compiled by | Joe Kreienkamp
defensive presence.
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Ultimate Frisbee loses to DeSmet in State final, 10-8
photo | Mrs. Elizabeth Kasper

The Ultimate Frisbee team poses after its second place finish in the State tournament.
BY Marty
STAFF

Johnson

I

t was a disappointing end
to an otherwise stellar season for the St. Louis U. High
Ultimate Frisbee team, which
fell 10-8 to rival DeSmet last
weekend in the championship
game of the Missouri State
tournament.
SLUH got to the title
game easily, winning all four
of their games Saturday and

their first two games on Sunday.
In the championship
game, junior Jacob Dryden
got things rolling for SLUH,
slipping behind the DeSmet
defenders to catch the disc in
the end zone, giving SLUH a
1-0 lead. But, like their first
meeting in April, DeSmet
would quickly come back to
tie the game.
“We knew from the beginning that the game was

going to be like the game we
played in April,” said junior
Peter Volmert.
Dryden gave SLUH the
lead again, this time catching
a great pass thrown from fellow junior Matt Barron.
The lead went back and
forth, with neither team taking more than a two-point
lead. Both teams struggled to
achieve any type of rhythm,
each committing uncharacteristic turnovers.

Despite the uncharacteristic play, SLUH took an
8-7 lead going into halftime
thanks to a nifty grab by senior David Kasper.
To win a game in Ultimate Frisbee, a team must
score 15 points and win by
two. However, due to time
constraints, it was decided
during halftime that the game
would be played to ten, a decision that would ultimately
play into the Spartans’ favor.

Coming out of the break,
DeSmet scored two quick
goals for a 9-8 lead and championship point. Looking fatigued from their previous
games, the FrisBills came out
somewhat sloppy.
“Fatigue was a pretty big
factor for (us), especially during that last game because it
was the third game that day
and the seventh game that
weekend,” said junior Thomas
Lux.

Volleybills slip by CBC and
DeSmet, gain confidence for State
BY Kevin
REPORTER

I

Murphy

n the past week, St. Louis
U. High’s varsity volleyball
team played two matches,
one against CBC and another
against DeSmet, winning both
in straight sets, giving the
team a confidence boost going
into the State volleyball tournament on Friday.
They played their first
match on Tuesday against
CBC, a team that they had
beat the week before in a three
sets.
“We just tried to get in
and get out of CBC with a
quick win and move on to
DeSmet,” said senior Eric Ottenlips.
“We played well,” said
head coach Jim Gioia. “For a
little bit, we struggled in serve
receives, but outside of that
one aspect of the game we
played extremely well.”
They stuck to the plan
and beat CBC in two sets,
with close scores of 25-20, 2521 and immediately started
preparing for the next day’s
match against DeSmet.

“It was a good match to
prepare us for State,” Ottenlips
said.
The match against DeSmet on Wednesday was an
important match, not only
because DeSmet is the No. 1
seed in the upcoming State
Tournament, but also because
the game was Senior Nigh.
SLUH decided to only play
the seven seniors in the game,
letting them prove their ability to work as a unit that had
grown together in the last four
years.
“Senior Night was just
a testimony to how our team
should be shaping up for
State,” said Ottenlips.
The risk taken by the
coaching staff paid off in the
third consecutive win against
DeSmet this season, with set
scores of 25-21 and 25-22.
Many of the players attribute the win to former
SLUH volleyball player Barrett Pazderka, Jack Pazderka’s
older brother, who came to
the game to cheer on his old
teammates. This motivation
also went to show how far the

team has come since playing
under the leadership of Barrett Pazderka as freshmen and
sophomores.
The State tournament for
volleyball starts tonight, and
the two toughest opponents
SLUH will be playing in the
first rounds of Districts are
Lindbergh and Francis Howell Central. SLUH has already
played and beaten Howell
Central easily during the season but has never seen Lindbergh before.
“If we come in first (in
Districts), we have a really
nice road to the State finals,”
said Gioia. “When it’s all said
and done, we’ve had a great
year so far. The only team
that has any reason to believe
they’ve got something on us is
Vianney.”
If the draws stay and
SLUH makes it to the finals,
it is likely that they will play
Vianney, who has caused the
team some trouble this year.
“We’re looking to make
a deep run in State, and we’re
starting to work out all the
kinks in the right time of the
season,” Ottenlips said.

13

The FrisBills would fight
through their fatigue and
hang with DeSmet, foiling
several passes in the end zone
that would have ended the
game.
But the final nail in the
coffin for SLUH was when
Barron had to leave the game
after suffering a head injury
from colliding with a DeSmet
player. Barron, whom SLUH
relies on to help move the disc
up the field, did not return
to the game. Without one of
their main centerpieces on offense, the FrisBills could not
recover.
“When Matt got hit, it
killed all of our momentum,”
said Lux.
Soon after Barron was removed from the game, SLUH
conceded the winning point
to the Spartans, ending their
season. Lux, however, believed that the loss of Barron
was not the main reason they
lost.
“There were lots of times
when we could’ve converted,
could’ve scored, things that
we should’ve done on defense,” said Lux. “There were
lots of plays that were 50-50,
and they came down with
them,” he continued.
The loss marked the end
of an era in SLUH Ultimate, as
senior twins Michael and David Kasper, Luke Carron, Larry Hoerr, Alex Sextro, Daniel
Sullivan, David Szatowski,
Michael Schrock, and Michael
Mimlitz will all graduate this
May.
But with returning players like Lux, Volmert, Barron,
Dryden, and fellow junior
Sean Eberle, the future of Ultimate Frisbee at SLUH still
shines brightly.

photo | Ben Banet

Senior Eric Ottenhips prepares to crush a serve.
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JV Volleyball completes season 12-6
BY Michael
REPORTER

May 16, 2014

photo | Patrick Enderle

Daugherty

T

he JV volleyball team finished its season Wednesday night, losing to the DeSmet Spartans under the lights
of the Danis Field House. It
finished with a 12-6 record in
the regular season.
The team began its season with two straight losses to
MCC rival Vianney.
“In both games, we
brought it on ourselves, with
a few too many errors,” said
sophomore Paul Henken.
While Vianney had already played in its first match,
the Volleybills entered their
first match with only a limited
amount of practice time.
“We had only had a few
practices before our first
game,” said sophomore John
Benben.
Lacking vital preseason
practice time, the team’s
members did not get enough
time to adjust to playing with
their new teammates.
After losing its first
match to Vianney, the team
rebounded and won its next
six matches, including a win
against MCC rival Chaminade. The normal rivalry between the two schools was

Sophomore Paul Henken goes for a spike against DeSmet.

heightened because of a fraternal rivalry between the two
teams’ coaches. Chaminade’s
team is coached by Kevin
Becvar, the brother of SLUH’s
JV coach Dan Becvar.
The team’s winning
streak was ended by a strong
DeSmet team. The team then
won a match against Marquette and lost again to Vianney before losing in the finals
of the eight-team Marquette
Tournament to Marquette.

The team then won four
of its next five games, including wins against CBC and
Chaminade before entering
the DeSmet JV Tournament.
The high point of the
team’s season came against
Vianney in the semifinals of
the 16-team DeSmet JV Tournament. Having already lost
to Vianney twice in the regular season, the team was determined to win its third and
final matchup, which they did

in three games.
“We were on the entire
game,” said Benben.
“A lot of people stepped
up big,” said Becvar. “Paul
Henken had a really great
game. At one point he had to
have his knee bandaged because he ran into one of the
poles. He left a lot out there
on the court,”
In addition to Henken,
Becvar recognized sophomore George Huhmann as

being vital to the team’s win.
Just like in the Marquette
Tournament, the team was
knocked off by Marquette,
but this time in the semifinals.
The team’s losing streak continued until the season’s end,
as the team lost its final two
matches, to CBC and DeSmet.
“It’s not the way we wanted it to end,” said Becvar.
Although the loss to
DeSmet was a disappointing end to the season, it was
a close match, with scores of
25-23 and 25-19.
“DeSmet’s a good team.
They’ve always been a good
JV team. We were hoping to
beat them in the last game,
but there’s not a whole lot
of shame in losing to a good
team like that,” said Becvar.
Becvar recognized the
strong talent this year, especially key players such as Henken, who played both varsity and JV in his first year of
SLUH volleyball, and Benben,
who led the team with his energy and team spirit, as well as
sophomore leaders Alec Keil,
Huhmann, and Dane Basler.
He also recognized the strong
young play of freshman Brian
Pudlow and the team’s starting setter Sam Grasso.
“It makes me really excited for the next three years of
SLUH volleyball,” said Becvar.

Spartans slain: Laxbills stomp DeSmet for rematch revenge
BY Connor
REPORTER

A

FitzGerald

fter a heartbreaking loss
at home, the Laxbills
vowed to punish the DeSmet
Spartans for the embarrassment caused and the momentum lost.
The team entered the
playoffs on a sprinting note,
pummeling Rockwood Summit 19-3 to finish off the
regular season and moving
into the playoffs with oodles
of momentum. The team be-

came closer every day after
that.
Knowing they had a
tough opponent in DeSmet
after losing 12-2 at the Father
Marco Cup, the Laxbills prepared vigilantly, from team
running to the addition of
the five new players pulled up
from JV.
DeSmet struck first; they
scored 11 seconds in off of
the first faceoff. There was no
score for four minutes. At the
end of the first quarter, the
Laxbills were up 5-1.

Sophomore Michael Hall
separated the two teams further by scoring during SLUH’s
man-up advantage.
Five minutes into the
third quarter, DeSmet scored
their second and third goals
with a few minutes left in the
third. The score was 6-3 at the
end of the third quarter.
DeSmet scored their
fourth goal at the beginning
of the fourth quarter, and
SLUH answered to the DeSmet goal soon after. The score
was 7-4.

Hilker, ’12, on Kimmel
photo | courtesy of Benjamin Hilker

DeSmet was able to score
one more goal with less than
one minute left in the game.
The final score was 7-5 in favor of the Laxbills.
“That was a fun win,” said
sophomore goaltender Jack
Perryman. “(It was) a great
team win and one of the first
games where we’ve brought it
for the whole game. (Sophomore) Patrick Broughton and
(senior) Matt Thomas were
grinding for us the whole
game, which helped. Our defense played really well, espe-

cially (senior) Max Cannon,
who basically shut down DeSmet’s best player, Noah Iverson, who had over 100 points
this season. We’ve got to enjoy
the win, but we also need to
get back to work because we
play CBC Tuesday. They’re the
team that beat us in the finals
last year, so we all want to end
their season this year.”
The Laxbills continue
their playoff run next Tuesday
against the CBC Cadets. The
time and venue of the game
is TBA.

Tennis Nightbeat
photo | Mr. Gerry Schneller

Hilker, far left, with Jimmy Kimmel on Wednesday night. The machine is in the background.

Benjamin Hilker, ’12, was a member of the Purdue Society of Professional Engineers
Rube Goldberg team for the second consecutive year. Although they didn’t make it past regionals last year, they captured the national title this spring. Their machine, “A Simple Way to
Get Ready for Work,” was the first in competition history to include a person inside the machine. Performing morning tasks such as fixing tea and toast, playing with a dog, helping the
kids with homework, painting to get creative juices flowing, and zipping a zipper, the machine
interacted with a human, not vice versa, which is prohibited. Jimmy Kimmel Live! sponsored
their trip out west to appear on the show on Wednesday night, where they displayed the machine’s abilities.
“I have to thank Rube Goldberg Inc, YKK Zippers, and Jimmy Kimmel Live for sponsoring us and taking care of us during the trip. I would not have had this amazing experience
without them. I could have never imagined that I would do something like this. It’ll probably
all hit me soon,” said Hilker.
compiled by | Leo K. Heinz

In rapid fashion, the TennisBills obliterated the
Statesmen of Webster Groves in their District final
showdown. The Jr. Bills clinched the victory before singles matches could end, winning five of the six singles
before an hour and a half had passed. The top six of the
Jr. Bills will start play in the State tournament for individual singles players and doubles teams this evening,
and will face off against Parkway West in the team State
round of 16 a week from tomorrow.
compiled by | Danny Schneller

Top 10
sports
stories of
PN 78
BY Will Smith and Connor
FitzGerald
SPORTS EDITOR, REPORTER

1. XCBills cross finish
line with repeat State win in
Jefferson City, 3 juniors All
State (Issue 11)
XCBills win their second
consecutive State championship. Juniors Shayn Jackson,
Jack Sullivan, and Thomas
Hogan finish in top 25.
2. Racquetball victorious
in Portland: Fourth straight
national title for perennially
successful team (Issue 20)
The Class of 2014 completes its perfect national
championship
run
with
fourth consecutive win.
3. Meek, ’04, to represent
U.S., SLUH at Sochi (Issue 17)
SLUH supports its second Olympian ever, Patrick
Meek, with his admittance to
the 2014 Olympics in Sochi as
a speedskater.
4. Bredenkoetter’s halfcourt shot goes viral (Issue
20)
Reaching all the way to
Yahoo! and CBS Sports, sophomore Max Bredenkoetter’s
half-court shot at the Paint It
Pink game brings media attention to SLUH.
5. Though doubted at
first, SoccerBills turn work
ethic into playoff run (Issue
14)
After defeating every
MCC school, the SoccerBills
finished third in State after
semifinal loss to Timberland
(Wentzville).
6. Winning season for
basketball ends with 61-48
loss to Ladue in Districts (Issue 20)
Graduating seven seniors, the BasketBills finished
their playoff run with a loss to
Ladue in Districts at home.
7. Swimming splashes
into top 10 at State (Issue 12)
Accomplishing
what
they aimed to do, the H20
Bills, driven by young talent,
placed in the top ten teams
out of all of Missouri.
8. Struggling to get fair
trade in athletics (Issue 7)
After hearing the strong
words of Jim Keady, the BaseBills and WrestleBills have
changed over to Americanmade and Fair Trade USA apparel, respectively.
9. Ultimate Frisbee just
misses its mark, grabbing a
second place finish at State
(Issue 27)
Chasing after its first
State championship, the FrisBills fell just short of State glory after a heartbreaking loss to
DeSmet in the championship.
10. Rugby ends season
with fifth place State finish
(Issue 26)
Led by a strong group
of seniors with lots of heart
and talent, the RuggerBills fell
short of a State championship.
The team finished fifth in Missouri after competing in the
State tournament in Jefferson
City.
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Minutes
Friday, May 9

The PULSE Radio uploaded a new show, “Hot
Salsa Reviews,” which features PULSE First Mate Jack
Zimmerman eating insanely
spicy salsa and reviewing
the new remake of “Robocop.” The show came from an

idea suggested by sophomore
Grant Ludwig. To listen to
the show, visit www.sluh.org/
pulse.
The Honor Code Committee met in M221 for its
first large meeting to discuss
the purpose of an honor code.
Junior Nick Perryman has
photo | Leo Heinz

been in contact with the committee this week via email,
and sent the University of
Notre Dame’s Honor Code as
an example. The group will
meet again today.
The senior class practiced
in the Commons for its graduation and then had a barbecue
on the Upper Field.

Matilda” at the chorus concert. The song featured onomatopoeic sounds of a didgeridoo and bushwahzee. The
Spring Dance Concert was
themed around an international journey and included a
rendition of “Jai Ho,” a dance
from Slumdog Millionaire.

Saturday, May 10

A former Saturday Night
Live, Tonight Show, and current Key and Peele writer held
a Q & A in the theater. See
the article on page one of this
week’s Prep News.
Yearbook met to submit
pages before their deadline.
Thomas à Kempis Club
met to read chapter 18 of
The Imitation of Christ while
chewing on doughnuts and
drinking milk.
A group of a cappella
singers from Yale performed
in the Si Commons.

An Alum Sports Trivia
was held in the Si Commons,
organized by Mark Hennelly,
‘03. One hundred seventyfive players participated on 28
teams. Local radio host Tim
McKernan, ‘94, emceed the
eight rounds of trivia.
Sunday, May 11

The annual spring Chorus Concert was held at 4
p.m. in the Schulte Theater. A
cappella Club sang the Australian folk song “Waltzin’

Monday, May 12

Tuesday, May 13

The newly elected Student Council members met
to plan summer meetings and
next year’s Spirit Week. Other
new ideas such as a “Fan of the
month” and STUCO forums
were discussed.
Carl Heumann, S.J., celebrated the Mothers’ Club
Officer Installation Mass in
the SLUH Chapel. The current and future members then
headed to the Si Commons
where a dinner was held.
Wednesday, May 14

Staycation finished up
plans for its last adventure
of the school year: an exploration tomorrow of two St.
Louis French neighborhoods,
Soulard and Lafayette Square.
Spots are still available. Email
srenard@sluh.org by 3 p.m.
today.

Junior Nick Perryman (left) during Honor Code meeting.

Friday, May 16

Schedule R

V Baseball @ MSHSAA District Tournament
V Lacrosse @ MSLA Quarterfinals
V Volleyball @ MSHSAA District Tournament
AP Exam–Comparative Government

Friday, May 30

Monday, August 11

V Track @ MSHSAA State Championships
V Tennis @ MSHSAA State Individual Championship

Faculty In-Service

V Tennis @ MSHSAA Individual District Tournament
V Volleyball @ MSHSAA District Tournament
9 a.m. V Track @ MSHSAA District Championship
7 p.m. ACES/STUCO Mixer
7 p.m. V Water Polo @ District Championships

Monday, May 19

Schedule R
V Tennis @ MSHSAA Individual Sectional Tournament
V Volleyball @ State Quarterfinal
V Golf @ MSHSAA State Championship
4 p.m. V Baseball @ District Semifinal vs. TBA

Saturday, May 31

Monday, June 2
Summer Freshman Computer Fundamentals Session #1
(through June 27)

Wednesday, June 4
6 p.m. Track Banquet

Thursday, June 5
V Baseball @ MSHSAA State Championship

Tuesday, May 20

Half-Day Schedule
V Tennis @ MSHSAA Individual Sectional Tournament
V Volleyball @ State Quarterfinal
V Golf @ MSHSAA State Championship
4 p.m. V Baseball @ District Championship
6 p.m. Rugby Banquet

Wednesday, May 21

Exam Schedule

AP Makeup Day
Second Semester Exams
V Tennis @ MSHSAA Individual Sectional Tournament
V Lacrosse @ MSLA Semifinals

Thursday, May 22
AP Makeup Day
Second Semester Exams
V Volleyball @ State Semifinals

Friday, May 23

Exam Schedule

Thursday, May 15

Freshman
Pastoral
Team met for its final meeting
to discuss ideas for the next
year while eating Papa John’s
Pizza.
Pax Christi held its last
meeting of the year to discuss
the upcoming Pax Christi/
Gadfly concert on Tuesday,
May 26. The group then used
Google Forms to take a survey of what members wanted
to focus on next year. The top
three issues were fair trade,
raising awareness on the death
penalty, and educating on militarism.
SLUHPAC met to discuss
what the group would look
like next year. Afterwards,
those present talked about the
Navy SEALS LeapFrog event,
which has drawn three letters
to the Prep News over the last
two weeks.
—compiled by Sam Chechik and Leo Heinz

Tuesday, August 12
V Track @ MSHSAA State Championships
V Tennis @ MSHSAA State Individual Championship

Saturday, May 17
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Monday, June 9
Summer Heath Session #1 (through June 27)
Summer Enrichment (through July 3)
Summer Theology (through July 11)

Saturday, June 14
7:30 a.m. ACT

Monday, June 30
Freshman Computer Fundamentals Session #2 (through
July 25)

Monday, July 7
Summer Health Session #2 (through July 25)

Back to School Faculty Party
Faculty In-Service

Wednesday, August 13
Sophomore, Junior, and Senior Class Meetings
Freshman Orientation
Mothers’ Club Welcome Coffee

Thursday, August 14
First Day of Classes

Friday, August 15
Feast of the Assumption

Monday, August 18
No events scheduled.

Tuesday, August 18
No events scheduled

Wednesday, August 20
Back to School Night

Thursday, August 21
No events scheduled

Friday, August 22
7 p.m. V Football @ Hillsboro

Schedule R
Mass Schedule

Schedule R

Schedule R
Schedule R

Late Start Schedule

Schedule R
compiled by | Sam Chechik

Sunday, July 27
Exam Schedule

AP Makeup Day
Second Semester Exams
V Lacrosse @ MSLA State Championship
V Volleyball @ State Championship
12 p.m. Chinese Farewell Party
5:30 p.m. Water Polo Mass and Banquet

12 p.m. KEEN

Saturday, August 2
Senior Advisor Retreat

Tuesday, August 5

Saturday, May 24

Direction Days
New Teacher Orientation

V Tennis @ MSHSAA Team Sectional Tournament
V Track @ MSHSAA Sectional Championships
5 p.m. Graduation Mass and Dinner

Wednesday, August 6

Sunday, May 25
Band Performance @ Graduation
Graduation

Tuesday, May 27

Thursday, May 29
V Baseball @ MSHSAA State Quarterfinal
V Tennis @ MSHSAA State Team Championship

Thursday, August 7
Direction Days
Instructional Council
New Teacher Orientation

Friday, August 8
Direction Days
Instructional Council

Sunday, August 10
12 p.m. KEEN

art | Paul Fister

V Baseball @ MSHSAA State Sectional
Junior Kairos Retreat #2 (through May 30)
10 a.m. Final Grades Due

Direction Days
New Teacher Orientation
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The photographers of SLUH have worked hard throughout the year to document events around the community.
Left side from top to bottom: Senior Kevin Harris
“Rocks the Boat” in Guys and Dolls. Photo by Sam Beckmann.
The west façade of the Si Commons is illuminated by
the waning sun. Photo by Nolen Doorack.
Junior Tommy Espenschied slides through paint in the
revival of Wet Billies this fall. Photo by Nolen Doorack.
St. Ignatius endures the elements during a late night
December snowfall. Photo by Nolen Doorack.
Right side from top to bottom: Senior Noah Weber joyfully plays with Ami, a Honduran girl. Photo by Ben Banet.
Freshmen dressed in blue paint try to incite a rally on
the football field at the Running of the Bills. Photo by Adam
Lux.
Seniors Michael Sit and Adam Thorp process into their
last class Mass with candles. Photo by Adam Lux.
An ecstatic Luke Nash celebrates with grade school
friend Jack Czajowski after the soccer team’s State Quarterfinal victory over Eureka. Photo by Ben Banet.
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